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Abstract. We consider homological mirror symmetry in the context of hy-
pertoric varieties, showing that an appropriate category of B-branes (that is,
coherent sheaves) on an additive hypertoric variety matches a category of
A-branes on a Dolbeault hypertoric manifold for the same underlying com-
binatorial data. For technical reasons, the A-branes we consider are modules
over a deformation quantization (that is, DQ-modules). We consider objects
in this category equipped with an analogue of a Hodge structure, which
corresponds to a Gm-action on the dual side of the mirror symmetry.
This result is based on hands-on calculations in both categories. We analyze
coherent sheaves by constructing a tilting generator, using the characteristic
p approach of Kaledin; the result is a sum of line bundles, which can be
described using a simple combinatorial rule. The endomorphism algebra
H of this tilting generator has a simple quadratic presentation in the grading
induced byGm-equivariance. In fact, we can confirm it is Koszul, and compute
its Koszul dual H!.
We then show that this same algebra appears as an Ext-algebra of simple
A-branes in a Dolbeault hypertoric manifold. TheGm-equivariant grading on
coherent sheaves matches a Hodge grading in this category.
1. Introduction
Toric varieties have proven many times in algebraic geometry to be a valuable
testing ground. Their combinatorial flavor and concrete nature has been extremely
conducive to calculation. Certainly this is the case in the domain of homological
mirror symmetry (see [Abo07, FOOO09]).
Toric varieties have a natural quaternionic generalization (also called a hyperka¨hler
analogue [Pro04]) which we call hypertoric varieties M (some other places in the
literature, they are called “toric hyperka¨hler varieties”). Just as toric varieties can
be written as Ka¨hler quotients of complex vector spaces, hypertoric varieties are
hyperka¨hler quotients by tori (see Definition 2.1).
In this paper, and future sequels, we will study the behavior of these, and related
varieties, under homological mirror symmetry. Since these are hyperka¨hler varieties,
their mirrors have a very different flavor from those of toric varieties. They are very
close to being self-mirror, but this is not quite correct; instead the mirror seems to be
a Dolbeault hypertoric manifold, as defined by Hausel and Proudfoot. A Dolbeault
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Homological mirror symmetry for hypertoric varieties I
hypertoric manifold is a multiplicative analogue of a hypertoric variety. When we
need to distinguish, we will call usual hypertoric varieties additive.
Homological mirror symmetry is typically understood to mean an equivalence
between the derived category of coherent sheaves (or B-branes) on an algebraic
variety and the Fukaya category (the A-branes) of a related symplectic manifold. In
this paper we are concerned with a different, but closely related, equivalence.
On the B-side, we consider the derived category of coherent sheaves on the variety
M which are equivariant under a conic Gm-action. Not all coherent sheaves can be
made equivariant, so this is a restriction on our equivalence. On the other hand, we
will see that this subcategory has many extra structures which make it interesting in
its own right.
On the A-side, we replace the Fukaya category with a certain category of defor-
mation quantization modules on the Dolbeault hypertoric manifold. The latter is
conjecturally equivalent to an appropriate version of the Fukaya category, and re-
cent work of authors such as Ganatra-Pardon-Shende [GPSb, GPSa] and Eliashberg-
Nadler-Starkston appears to be on the verge of making this a theorem. In fact, we
show that the derived category of equivariant coherent sheaves matches the category
µm of DQ-modules endowed with a ‘microlocal mixed Hodge structure.’ The latter
carries the information of Gm-equivariance: under our ultimate equivalence, shift of
Gm-weight matches with Tate twist of the Hodge structure.
This equivalence, the central result of our paper, follows from Theorem 4.27 and
Corollary 4.29. It may be thought of as homological mirror symmetry for two sub-
categories of the A and B branes, both of which are enriched with suitable notions
of Gm-equivariance. The reader may compare with [BMO, MO] and their sequels,
where the same Gm-action plays a key role.
Moreover, our equivalence identifies interesting t-structures on either side: the
‘exotic t-structure’ on the derived category of coherent sheaves arising from a quan-
tization in characteristic p, and the natural t-structure on DQ-modules.
As a result of our use of DQ-modules as a substitute for the Fukaya category,
this paper contains little about Lagrangian branes, pseudo-holomorphic disks and
other staples of symplectic geometry. The reader may wish to compare with the
interesting recent preprint [LZ], which appeared a few days before this paper and
treats the problem of non-equivariant mirror symmetry for hypertoric varieties from
the perspective of SYZ fibrations.
We will come to understand coherent sheaves on M by using a tilting generator.
This is a vector bundle T such that Ext(T,−) defines an equivalence of categories
Db(Coh(M))  Db(H -modop) where H = End(T).
Our construction of a tilting bundle follows a recipe of Kaledin [Kal08]; thus, the
algebra H is an analogue in our context of Bezrukavnikov’s noncommutative Springer
resolution [Bez06]. While this construction springs from geometry in characteristic
p, and the tilting property is checked using this approach, the tilting generators we
consider are sums of line bundles and have a simple combinatorial construction, as
does the endomorphism ring H. This endomorphism ring inherits a grading from a
Gm-equivariant structure on T and is Koszul with respect to it. Thus, the category
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of Gm-equivariant coherent sheaves on M is controlled by the derived category of
graded H-modules, or equivalently by graded modules over H!, its Koszul dual. It
is this Koszul dual that has a natural counterpart on the mirror side.
These results should generalize in a number of interesting directions. We expect
that there is a non-equivariant version of mirror symmetry between complex struc-
tures on the Dolbeault hypertoric manifold related by hyperka¨hler rotation. It is also
worth noting that the variety M is the Coulomb branch (in the sense of [BFN]) with
gauge group given by a torus, and that Y is expected to be a hyperka¨hler rotation
of the K-theoretic version of this construction. Thus, it is natural to consider how
these constructions can be generalized to that case. The analogous calculation of a
tilting bundle with explicit endomorphism ring can be generalized in this case, as
the second author will show in future work [Web], but it is very difficult to even
conjecture the correct category to consider on the A-side.
One key motivation for interest in hypertoric varieties is that provide excellent
examples of conic symplectic singularities (see [BPW16, BLPW16]), which can be un-
derstood in combinatorial terms. Considerations in 3-d mirror symmetry [BLPW16]
and calculations in the representation theory of its quantization lead Braden, Licata,
Proudfoot and the second author to suggest that these varieties should be viewed as
coming in dual pairs, corresponding to Gale dual combinatorial data. In particular,
the categories O attached to these two varieties are Koszul dual [BLPW10, BLPW12].
An obvious question in this case is how the categories we have considered, such as
coherent sheaves, can be interpreted in terms of the dual variety (they are certainly
not equivalent or Koszul dual to the coherent sheaves on the dual variety, as some
very simple examples show). Some calculations in quantum field theory suggest that
they are the representations of a vertex algebra constructed by a BRST analogue of
the hyperka¨hler reduction, but this is definitely a topic which will need to wait for
future research.
Detailed outline of the argument
Part 1: coherent sheaves and characteristic p quantizations of the additive hypertoric variety.
Section 2.1 defines the additive hypertoric variety M. In Section 2.2 we fix a field K
of characteristic p, and review the relation between the quantization of MK, called
Aλ
K
, and coherent sheaves on MK. In Section 3.1, we introduce a category of modules
Aλ
K
-modo, along with its graded counterpart AλK -mod
D
o . All these objects depend on
a quantization parameter λ. In Sections 3.3, 3.2 and 3.5 we classify the projective
pro-objects Px of AλK -mod
D
o , which also yields a classification of simple objects Lx.
Both projectives and simples are indexed by the chambers of a periodic hyperplane
arrangement Aperλ defined in 3.8. We compute the endomorphism algebra End(⊕xPx)
in 3.13. The latter contains a ring of power series Ŝ as a central subalgebra, and we
define a variant Hλ
K
(Definition 3.14) in which Ŝ is replaced by the corresponding
polynomial ring S. We find that Aλ
K
-modDo is equivalent to the subcategory of HλK-
modules on which S acts nilpotently. The algebra Hλ
K
has a natural lift to Z, written
Hλ
Z
, which we will use to compare with characteristic zero objects on the mirror side.
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Corollary 3.19 shows that Hλ
Z
and Hλ
K
are Koszul. We compute the Koszul dual
algebra H!λ,K = Ext(⊕xLx) (Definition 3.20 and Theorem 3.21).
In Section 3.9 we describe the ungraded category Aλ
K
-modo in terms of the graded
one. Its simples and projectives are indexed by the toroidal hyperplane arrangement
Atorλ obtained as the quotient of A
per
λ by certain translations. We describe the corre-
sponding algebras H¯λ
K
= End(
⊕
x Px) and H¯
!
λ,K = Ext(
⊕
x Lx), where the sums now
range over simples (resp projectives) for Aλ
K
-modo.
In Section 3.10 we use the above results to produce a tilting bundle T λ on M with
endomorphism ring End(T λ) = H¯λ. This gives equivalences (from Corollary 3.37
and Proposition 3.39, respectively):
(1.1) Db(Coh(MQ))  Db(H¯
λ,op
Q
-mod) H¯!λ,Q -perf  D
b(Coh(MQ)o)
where H¯!λ,Q -perf is the category of perfect dg-modules over this ring.
Remark 1.1. Note that throughout, we will always endow the bounded derived category Db
of an abelian category with its usual dg-enhancement using injective resolutions; thus if we
write Db(A)  C for an abelian category A and a dg-category C, we really mean that this
dg-enhancement is quasi-equivalent to C.
Part 2: deformation quantization and microlocal mixed Hodge modules on the Dolbeault
hypertoric manifold. The second half of our paper begins with a definition of the
Dolbeault hypertoric manifold Y (4.3), depending on a moment map parameter ζ.
The complex manifold Y contains a collection of complex Lagrangian submanifolds
Xx indexed by the chambers of a toroidal hyperplane arrangement Btorζ (Definition 4.6
and Proposition 4.7). We also introduce the periodic hyperplane arrangement Bperζ ,
which bears an analogous relation to the universal cover Y˜ of Y.
In Section 4.3, we define a sheafO~φ ofC[[~]]-algebras onY quantising the structure
sheaf, and for each Xx we define a module Lx over O~φ supported on Xx. We consider
the subcategory dq ofO~φ-modules generated by the simple DQ-modulesLx, together
with the category dg-category DQ of complexes in dq.
When the parameters λ and ζ correspond in a suitable way, the arrangements Atorλ
and Btorζ are identified. We hence have a bijection of chambers, and a corresponding
bijection of isomorphism classes of simple objects for the categories dq and Aλ
K
-modo.
Moreover, Theorem 4.18 shows that the Ext algebras of the simples in both categories
share a common integral form : Ext(⊕xLx)  H!λ,Z ⊗ C[[~]].
Comparing with the results from the previous section, we see that at this stage
there are three obstacles to an equivalence of DQ with Db(Coh(M)).
(1) While Db(Coh(M)) can be defined over any base field, DQ has base ringC[[~]].
(2) It is not clear that ExtDQ(⊕x∈Λ¯(λ)Lx) is formal as a dg-algebra, which we would
need to define a fully-faithful functor DQ→ Db(Coh(M)).
(2’) It is unclear what structure on DQ corresponds to the Gm-action on M dis-
cussed earlier.
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The second and third issue will prove to be one and the same, hence our funny
numbering. To resolve these issues, we introduce a new graded abelian category
µm (Definition 4.19), and a corresponding trianguled category Db(µM). An object
of µm is essentially a O~φ-module, such that for each lagrangian Xx, the restriction to
a Weinstein neighborhood of Xx is equipped with the structure of a mixed Hodge
module. These structures are required to be compatible in a natural sense whenever
two components intersect.
In Section 4.8, we show that each object Lx has a natural lift to µm, and moreover
that any simple object of µm is isomorphic to such a lift. The resulting forgetful
functor µm→ dq retroactively motivates our definition of dq. Moreover, the grading
on µm arising from the mixed Hodge structures allows to conclude formality of
the relevant Ext algebra. This allows us to produce a functor Dbperf(Coh(MQ)o) →
DQ which becomes an equivalence after tensoring the source with C[[~]], and an
equivalence of graded categories Dbperf(CohGm(MQ)o)→ µM in the spirit of equivariant
mirror symmetry (Corollary 4.29).
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2. Hypertoric enveloping algebras
2.1. Additive hypertoric varieties. For a general introduction to hypertoric varieties,
see [Pro08].
Consider a split algebraic torus T overZ of dimension k (that is, an algebraic group
isomorphic to Gkm) and a faithful linear action of T on the affine spaceAnZ, which we
may assume is diagonal in the usual basis. We let D  Gnm be the group of diagonal
matrices in this basis, and write G := D/T.
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We have an induced action of T on the cotangent bundle T∗AnZ  A
2n
Z . We’ll use
zi for the usual coordinates on AnZ, and wi for the dual coordinates. This action has
an algebraic moment map µ : T∗AnZ → t∗Z, defined by a map of polynomial rings
Z[tZ] → Z[z1, . . . , zn,w1, . . . ,wn] sending a cocharacter χ to the sum ∑ni=1〈i, χ〉ziwi,
where i is the character on D defined by the action on the ith coordinate line, and
〈−,−〉 is the usual pairing between characters and cocharacters of D.
For us, the main avatar of this action is the (additive) hypertoric variety. This is an
algebraic hamiltonian reduction of T∗AnZ by T. It comes in affine and smooth flavors,
these being the categorical and GIT quotients (respectively) of the scheme-theoretic
fiber µ−1(0) by the group T. More precisely, fix a character α : T → Gm whose kernel
does not fix a coordinate line.
Definition 2.1. For a commutative ringK, we let
NK := Spec(K[z1, . . . , zn,w1, . . . ,wn]T/〈µ∗(χ) | χ ∈ tZ〉)
and
MK := Proj(K[z1, . . . , zn,w1, . . . ,wn, t]T/〈µ∗(χ) | χ ∈ tZ〉)
where t is an additional variable of degree 1 with T-weight −α.
Both varieties carry a residual action of the torus G = D/T, and an additional
commuting action of a rank one torus S := Gm which scales the coordinates wi
linearly while fixing zi.
We say that the sequence T → D → G is unimodular if the image of any tuple
of coordinate cocharacters in dZ := Lie(D)Z forming a Q-basis of gQ := Lie(G)Q also
forms a Z-basis of gZ.
Let pi : MC → NC be the natural map. If we assume unimodularity, then MC is a
smooth scheme and pi defines a proper T × S-equivariant resolution of singularities
of NC. Together with the algebraic symplectic form on MC arising from Hamiltonian
reduction, this makesMC a symplectic resolution. Many elements of this paper make
sense in the broader context of symplectic resolutions, although we will not press
this point here. In the non-unimodular case, MC may have orbifold singularities.
In the description given above, NC appears as the Higgs branch of theN = 4 three-
dimensional gauge theory attached to the representation of TC on Cn. However, it
is more natural from the perspective of what is to follow to see NC as the Coulomb
branch of the theory attached to the dual action of (D/T)∨ on Cn, in the sense of
Braverman–Finkelberg–Nakajima [BFN, Nak]. This leads to a different presentation
of the hypertoric enveloping algebra, which will be useful for understanding its
representation theory. In particular, the multiplicative hypertoric varieties we’ll
discuss later appear naturally from this perspective as the Coulomb branches of
related 4 dimensional theories.
2.2. Quantizations. The ring of functions on the hypertoric variety NZ has a quan-
tization which we call the hypertoric enveloping algebra. We construct it by a
quantum analogue of the Hamiltonian reduction which defines MZ. Consider the
Weyl algebra Wn generated over Z by the elements z1, . . . , zn, ∂1, . . . , ∂n modulo the
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relations:
[zi, z j] = 0 [∂i, ∂ j] = 0 [∂i, z j] = δi j.
It is a quantization of the ring of functions on T∗AnZ. The torus D acts on Wn, scaling
zi by the character i and ∂i by −1i . It thus determines a decomposition into weight
spaces
Wn =
⊕
a∈Zn
Wn[a].
Let
h+i := zi∂i h
−
i := ∂izi = h
+
i + 1 h
mid
i :=
1
2
(h+i + h
−
i ) = h
+
i +
1
2
= h−i −
1
2
.
Each of the tuples h+i , h
−
i and h
mid
i generate the same subalgebra, i.e. the D-fixed
subalgebra Z[h±i ] = Wn[0].
Via the embedding T → D, Wn carries an action of the torus T. To this action one
can associate a non-commutative moment map, i.e. a map µq : Z[tZ] → Wn such
that [µq(χ),−] coincides with the action of the Lie algebra tZ. This property uniquely
determines µq up to the addition of a character in t∗Z. We make the following choice.
µq(χ) :=
n∑
i=1
〈i, χ〉h+i .
It’s worth nothing that in the formula above, we have broken the symmetry between
zi and ∂i; it would arguably be more natural to use hmidi , but this requires inserting a
lot of annoying factors of 1/2 into formulas, not to mention being a bit confusing in
positive characteristic.
Definition 2.2. The hypertoric enveloping algebra AZ is the subring WTn ⊂ Wn invariant
under T. We’ll also consider the central quotients of this algebra associated to a character
λ ∈ t∗Z, given by
AλZ := AZ/〈µq(χ) − λ(χ) | χ ∈ tZ〉.
Let AK := AZ⊗ZK be the base change of this algebra to a commutative ringK. The
algebra AC was studied extensively in [BLPW12, MV98]. The algebra AK whenK has
characteristic p was studied in work of Stadnik [Sta13]. Fix a fieldK of characteristic
p for the rest of the paper.
Unlike Wn itself, or its base change to a characteristic 0 field, the ring Wn ⊗Z Fp has
a “big center” generated by the elements zpi , ∂
p
i . This central subring can be identified
with the function ring H0(X(1),OX(1)) where X = T∗AnFp .
2.3. Coulomb presentation. The algebra AK has a different presentation which is
more compatible with the subalgebra K[h±i ]. The action of D on AK determines a
decomposition into weight subspaces. Since AK = WTn , its weights lie in t⊥Z = g
∗
Z:
AK =
⊕
a∈t⊥
Z
AK[a].
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For each a ∈ t⊥Z, we let
(2.2) m(a) :=
∏
ai>0
zaii
∏
ai<0
∂−aii .
Up to scalar multiplication, this is the unique element in AK[a] in of minimal degree.
Note that each weight space AK[a] is a module over the D-invariant subalgebra
generated by the h+i . Let:
[hi](a) :=

1 a = 0
zai∂
a
i = (h
−
i − 1)(h−i − 2) · · · (h−i − a) a > 0
∂−ai z
−a
i = (h
+
i + 1)(h
+
i + 2) · · · (h+i − a) a < 0
Theorem 2.3 ([BDGH, (6.21b)]). The algebra AK is generated by K[h±1 , . . . , h
±
n ] and m(a)
for a ∈ g∗Z, subject to the relations:
(h±i − ai)m(a) = m(a)h±i(2.3)
m(a)m(b) =
∏
aibi<0|ai|≤|bi|
[hi](ai) ·m(a + b) ·
∏
aibi<0|ai|>|bi|
[hi](−bi)(2.4)
We call this is the Coulomb presentation, since it matches the presentation of the
abelian Coulomb branch in [BFN, (4.7)], and shows that the algebra AK can also be
realized using this dual approach. As mentioned in the introduction, the techniques
of this paper generalize to Coulomb branches with non-abelian gauge group as well,
whereas it seems very challenging to generalize them to Higgs branches with non-
abelian gauge group (that is, hyperka¨hler reductions by non-commutative groups).
2.4. Characteristic p localization. Following [Sta13], in this section we exploit the
large center of quantizations in characteristic p to relate modules over Aλ
K
with coher-
ent sheaves on M(1)
K
. Roughly speaking, upon restriction to fibers of pi : M(1)
K
→ N(1)
K
,
the quantization becomes the algebra of endomorphisms of a vector bundle, and
thus Morita-equivalent to the structure sheaf of the fiber.
Theorem 2.4 ([Sta13, Thms. 4.3.1 & 4.3.4]). For any λ ∈ t∗Fp , there exists a coherent sheaf
Aλ of algebras Azumaya over the structure sheaf on M(1)
K
such that Γ(M(1)
K
,Aλ)  Aλ
K
.
Note that this theorem includes the existence of an injection H0(N(1)
K
,O
N
(1)
K
) → Aλ
K
;
this is induced by the map H0((T∗AnK)
(1),O(T∗An
K
)(1))→Wn ⊗K sending
zi 7→ zpi wi 7→ ∂pi .
Consider the moment map µ : M(1)
K
→ d(1)
K
. Work of Stadnik shows that the Azu-
maya algebraAλ splits on fibers of this map after field extension. Fix ξ ∈ d(1)
K
. Possibly
after extendingK, we can choose ν such that νp − ν = ξ, and define the splitting bun-
dle as the quotientAλ/∑ni=1Aλ(h+i − νi); this left module is already supported on the
fiber µ−1(ξ), since
(h+i − ν)p − (h+i − ν) = zpi ∂pi − νp + ν = zpi ∂pi − ξ.
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We can thicken this to the formal neighborhood of the fiber µ−1(ξ̂) by taking the
inverse limitQν := lim−−→Aλ/
∑n
i=1Aλ(h+i − νi)N.
Theorem 2.5 ([Sta13, Thm. 4.3.8]). The natural map
Aλ|µ−1(ξ̂) → EndOM(1) (Qν,Qν)
is an isomorphism.
The sheafAλ is not globally split; it has no global zero-divisor sections. It still has
a close relationship with a tilting vector bundle on M(1)
K
. We’ll fix our attention on the
case where ξ = 0, so νi ∈ Fp.
Let TK be a S-equivariant locally free coherent sheaf on M
(1)
K
such that TK|µ−1(0ˆ) 
Qν. Such a sheaf exists by [Kal08, Theorem 1.8(ii)]. As coherent sheaves, we have
isomorphisms
AλK  Fr∗OMK  TK ⊗T ∗K  End(TK).
By [Sta13, 4.4.2], these sheaves have vanishing higher cohomology. Furthermore,
combining with results of Kaledin [Kal08, 1.4], this shows that:
Proposition 2.6. For p sufficiently large and νi generic, the sheaf TK is a tilting generator
on MK and has a lift TQ which is a tilting generator on MQ; that is, Exti(TQ,TQ) = 0 for
i > 0, and Exti(TQ,F ) = 0 impliesF = 0 for any coherent sheaf on MQ.
We will later calculate the sheaf TK, once we understandAλK a bit better.
3. The representation theory of HEA’s
3.1. Module categories and Weight functors. Recall that we have a short exact
sequence of tori T → D → G. Aλ
K
is a quotient of WTn , and thus carries a residual
action of G, which we will now use to study its modules.
Let o ∈ N(1) be the point defined by zi = wi = 0, i.e. the unique K-valued S-fixed
point of N(1). The following category will play a central role in this paper.
Definition 3.1. Let Aλ
K
-modo be the category of finitely generated AλK-modules which are
set-theoretically supported at o when viewed as modules over H0(N(1)
K
,O
N
(1)
K
).
In fact, we will first study the following closely related category.
Definition 3.2. Let Aλ
K
-modDo be the category of modules in AλK -modo which are addition-
ally endowed with a compatible D-action, such that T acts via the character λ, and the action
of di ∈ dZ satisfies
(3.5) (h+i − di)Nv = 0 N  0.
Note that the difference si = h+i − di acts centrally on such a module, since the
adjoint action of h+i on A
λ
K
agrees with the action of di. The operator si is thus the
nilpotent part of the Jordan decomposition of h±i . The operators si define an action
of the polynomial ring UK(d), which factors through UK(g) since elements of t act by
zero. This extends to an action of the completion of UK(g), since si acts nilpotently
by (3.5).
9
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Definition 3.3. Let S := UK(g), and let Ŝ be its completion at zero.
Let g∗,λ
Z
⊂ d∗Z be the g∗Z-coset of characters of D whose restriction to T coincides with
λ. It indexes the D-weights which can occur in an object of Aλ
K
-modDo .
We can construct projectives objects in a slight enlargement of Aλ
K
-modDo by work-
ing with the exact functors picking out weight spaces. That is, for each a ∈ g∗,λ
Z
, we
consider the functor which associates to an object M ∈ Aλ
K
-modDo the following vector
space:
Wa(M) := {m ∈M | m has D-weight a}.
Note that even though we are working in characteristic p, the D-weights are valued
in g∗,λ
Z
⊂ Zn. This functor is exact, and we will show that it is pro-representable.
3.2. Projectives Qa representing the weight functors. To construct the projective
object that represents this functor, we consider the filtration of it by
WNa (M) := {m ∈Wa(M) | (h+i − ai)Nm = 0 for all i}.
Proposition 3.4. We have a canonical isomorphism
WNa (M)  HomAλ
K
-modDo
(
AλK
/ n∑
i=1
AλK(h
+
i − ai)N,M
)
where D acts on Aλ
K
/∑n
i=1 AλK(h
+
i − ai)N so that the image 1a of 1 has weight a.
Since Wa(M) = lim−−→WNa (M), we have that Wa(M) is represented by the module
(3.6) Qa := lim←−−A
λ
K/A
λ
K(h
+
i − ai)N
with its induced D-action. Note that Qa = Γ(µ−1(0ˆ);Qa).
This is endowed with the usual induced topology, and it is a pro-weight module in
the sense that its weight spaces are pro-finite dimensional. This is a projective object
in the category ̂Aλ
K
-mod
D
of complete topological Aλ
K
-modules M with compatible
D-action in the sense that
lim
N→∞(h
+
i − di)Nv = 0.
That is, si acts topologically nilpotently on each D-weight space. This is equivalent
to (3.5) if the topology on M is discrete.
In the arguments below, Hom and End will be interpret to mean continuous
homomorphisms compatible with D; all objects in Aλ
K
-modDo will be given the discrete
topology, so continuity is a trivial condition for homomorphisms between them.
Lemma 3.5. If b is a character of D/T, then Wa(Qa+b)  Ŝ. Otherwise, this weight space is
0.
Proof. For any character b of D which vanishes on T, the b weight-space Aλ
K
[b] is
a free rank one module over S (acting via multiplication by si), generated by m(b).
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Thus, the a + b weight space of Aλ
K
/Aλ
K
(h+i − ai)N is generated by m(b), subject to the
relations
sNi m(b) · 1a = m(b)sNi · 1a = m(b)(h+i − ai)N · 1a = 0
and is thus free over the quotient ring S/
∑
S · sNi . Taking the inverse limit, we see
that every weight space of Qa is a free module of rank 1 over Ŝ. 
Corollary 3.6. We have an isomorphism of rings End(Qa)  Wa(Qa)  Ŝ. Since Ŝ is local,
the module Qa is indecomposable (in the category ̂AλK -mod
D
).
3.3. Isomorphisms between the Qa. In this section, we determine the distinct iso-
morphism classes of weight functors, i.e. we determine all isomorphisms between
the pro-projectives Qa. As we will see, there are typically many distinct weights
a ∈ g∗,λ
Z
that give isomorphic functors.
By the results of the previous section, the space Wa(Qa+b) = Hom(Qa,Qa+b) is free
of rank one over Ŝ, with generator m(b). Likewise, Hom(Qa+b,Qa) is generated by
m(−b). Thus in order to verify whether Qa and Qa+b are isomorphic, it is enough to
check whether the composition m(−b)m(b), viewed as an endomorphism of Qa, is an
invertible element of the local ring End(Qa)  Ŝ.
By (2.4), we have that
m(−b)m(b) =
n∏
i=1
[hi](−bi).
where the right-hand side is a product of factors of the form h+i + k with k an integer
between 12 and bi +
1
2 . To check whether h
+
i + k defines an invertible element of Ŝ, it
is enough to compute its action on the weight-space of weight a, on which hi acts by
ai + si. The resulting endomorphism h+i + k = si + (ai + k) is invertible if and only if
k + ai . 0 (mod p).
The number of non-invertible factors (each equal to si) in [hi](−bi) is therefore the
number of integers k divisible by p lying between ai + 1/2 and ai + bi + 1/2. We denote
it by δi(a, a + b).
We can sum up the above computations as follows. Let
q(y, k) =
1 k = 01y+k k , 0
where y is a formal variable and k ∈ K. Note that q(si, ai + j)(h+i + j) acts on a D-weight
space of weight a by 1 if ai + j is not divisible by p and by si if it is. Let
(3.7) cba = m(b)
n∏
i=1
bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + j) ∈Wa(Qa+b) = Hom(Qa,Qa+b).
It is a generator of the Ŝ-module Wa(Qa+b). Note that this expression breaks the
symmetry between positive and negative; if bi ≤ 0 for all i, then cba = m(b), since all
the products in the definition are over empty sets.
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Lemma 3.7.
c−ba+bc
b
a =
n∏
i=1
sδi(a,a+b)i
Proof. We have
c−ba+bc
b
a = m(−b) ·
n∏
i=1
−bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + bi + j) ·m(b) ·
n∏
i=1
bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + j)
= m(−b)m(b)
n∏
i=1
 −bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + bi + j) ·
bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + j)

=
n∏
i=1
[hi](−bi)
−bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + bi + j)
bi∏
j=1
q(si, ai + j)
Note that for each index i only one of the products is non-unital, depending on the
sign, and in either case, we obtain the product of q(si, ai + j) ranging over integers
lying between ai + 1/2 and ai + bi + 1/2. As we noted earlier, [hi](−bi) is the product of
hi + j with j ranging over this set. Thus, we obtain the product over this same set of
(hi + j)q(si, ai + j), which is precisely s
δi(a,a+b)
i . 
It remains for us to describe which pairs a, a′ satisfy δi(a, a′) = 0 for all i and thus
index isomorphic projective modules.
Definition 3.8. Let Aperλ be the periodic hyperplane arrangement in g
∗,λ
Z
defined by the
hyperplanes di = kp − 1/2 for k ∈ Z and i = 1, ..,n.
By definition, δi(a, a′) is the minimal number of hyperplanes di = kp − 1/2 crossed
when travelling from a to a′. Given x ∈ Zn, let
∆x = {a ∈ g∗,λZ | pxi ≤ ai < pxi + p}, ∆Rx = {a ∈ g∗,λZ ⊗R | pxi ≤ ai < pxi + p}.
We have shown
Theorem 3.9. We have an isomorphism Qa  Qa′ if and only if a, a′ ∈ ∆x for some x.
Let
Λ(λ) = {x ∈ Zn | ∆x , ∅} ΛR(λ) = {x ∈ Zn | ∆Rx , ∅}.
Thus, Λ(λ) canonically parametrizes the set of indecomposable projective modules
in the pro-completion of Aλ
K
-modDo . It follows that Λ(λ) also canonically parametrizes
the simple modules in this category.
Let us call the parameter λ smooth if there is a neighborhood U of λ in R ⊗ g∗,λ
Z
such that for all λ′ ∈ U, we have Λ(λ) = ΛR(λ′). In particular, if λ is smooth, then the
hyperplanes in Aperλ must intersect generically.
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3.4. A taxicab metric on Λ(λ). We can endow Λ(λ) with a metric given by the taxicab
distance |x−y|1 = ∑i |xi−yi| for all x,y ∈ Λ(λ). We can add a graph structure to Λ(λ) by
adding in a pair of edges between any two chambers satisfying |x−y|1 = 1; generically,
this is the same as requiring that ∆Rx and ∆Ry are adjacent across a hyperplane.
We say that this adjacency is across i if x,y differ in the ith coordinate. For every
x, let α(x) be the set of neighbors of x in Λ(λ). Generically, this is the same as the
number of facets of ∆Rx ; we let αi(x) ⊂ α(x) be those facets adjacent across i. Note that
in some degenerate cases, we may have that x, x + i, x − i ∈ Λ(λ) so the size of αi(x)
is typically 0 or 1, but could be 2.
3.5. Weights of simple modules.
Definition 3.10. For any x ∈ Zn such that ∆x , ∅, we let Px := Qb for some b ∈ ∆x. Let Lx
be the simple quotient of Px.
Since End(⊕xPx) is positively graded, and is finite-dimensional in degree 0, the Lx
form a complete set of simples.
Proposition 3.11. The a-weight space of Lx is 1-dimensional if a ∈ ∆x and 0 otherwise.
Proof. We have a surjection Wa(Px) → Wa(Lx). This map must always kill mca−a′a′ for
every a′, where m is the maximal ideal of the complete local ring Ŝ. Thus, Wa(Lx) is at
most 1-dimensional. On the other hand, if Wa(Lx) , 0, then there is a non-zero (and
thus surjective) map Qa → Lx. This is only possible if a ∈ ∆x. 
Example 3.12. An interesting example to keep in mind is the following. Let T be the scalar
matrices acting on A3. In this case, n = 3, k = 1. The space g∗,λ
Z
is an affine space on which
d1, d2 give a set of coordinates, with d3 related by the relation d3 = −d1 − d2 + λ for some
λ ∈ Z. Thus, the hyperplane arrangement that interests us is given by
d1 = kp − 1/2 d2 = kp − 1/2 − d1 − d2 + λ = kp − 1/2
In particular, we have that ∆x , 0 if and only if, there exist integers a1, a2 such that
x1p ≤ a1 < x1p + p x2p ≤ a2 < x2p + p x3p ≤ −a1 − a2 + λ < x3p + p
The values of −a1−a2 +λ for a1, a2 satisfying the first two inequalities range from −(x1 +x2 +
2)p+2+λ to−(x1+x2)p+λ. Thus, x3 is a possibility if−x1−x2−2+bλ+3p cx3 ≤ −x1−x2+bλp c.
Thus, there are 3 such x3 if bλ+3p c = bλp c, that is, if λ . −1,−2 (mod p). If λ ≡ −1,−2
mod p, then there are 2, and the parameter λ is not smooth.
Of course, the numbers −1 and −2 have another significance in terms of P2: the line
bundles O(−1) and O(−2) on P2 are the unique ones that have trivial pushforward. This is
not coincidence. Letλ+ be the unique integer in the range 0 ≤ λ+ < p congruent toλ (mod p)
and λ− the unique such integer in −p ≤ λ− < 0. The simples (x1, x2,−x1 − x2 + bλp c) and
(x1, x2,−x1−x2−2 + bλp c) over AλK can be identified with H0(P2;O(λ+)) and H1(P2;O(λ−)).
If λ  −1,−2 mod p, then the latter group is trivial, so one of the simple representations is
“missing.”
Note that the final simple can be identified with the first cohomology of the kernel of the
map O(λ+)⊕3 → O(λ+ + p) defined by (zp1, zp2, zp3) (in characteristic p, this is a map of twisted
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D-modules); this map is surjective on sheaves, but injective on sections, with the desired
simple module its cokernel.
Let’s assume for simplicity that 0 ≤ λ ≤ p − 3. In this case, the “picture” of these
representations when p = 5 and λ = 1 is as follows:
(3.8) d1 = −1/2
d1 = 9/2
d2 = −1/2
d2 = 9/2
d3 = −1/2
d3 = −11/2
The three chambers shown (read SW to NE) are ∆(0,0,0), ∆(0,0,−1), ∆(0,0,−2).
3.6. The endomorphism algebra of a projective generator. Having developed this
structure theory, we can easily give a presentation of our category. For each x,y with
∆x , ∅ and ∆y , ∅, we can define cx,y to be ca′−aa for a ∈ ∆y, a′ ∈ ∆x. For each i, let
ηi(x,y,u) = 12 (|xi − yi| + |yi − ui| − |xi − ui|).
Theorem 3.13. The algebra End(⊕xPx) is generated by the idempotents 1x and the elements
cx,y over Ŝ modulo the relation:
(3.9) cx,ycy,u =
∏
i
sηi(x,y,u)i cx,u
Note that this relation is homogeneous if deg cx,y = |x − y|1 and deg si = 2.
Proof. The relation holds by an easy extension of Lemma 3.7. To see that these
elements and relations are sufficient, note that in the algebra Ĥ with this presentation,
the Hom-space 1xĤ1y is cyclically generated over Ŝ by cx,y. The image of cx,y under
induced map 1xĤ1y → Hom(Py,Px) generates the target space over Ŝ. Since the target
is free of rank 1 as a Ŝ-module, the map must be an isomorphism. 
Definition 3.14. Let SZ := UZ(g). Let HλZ be the graded algebra over SZ with presentation
given in Theorem 3.13. Let Hλ
K
:= Hλ
Z
⊗K.
Note that whereas End(⊕xPx) is an algebra over Ŝ, HλK is only an algebra over SK.
The algebra End(⊕xPx) is precisely the completion of HλK with respect to its grading
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(i.e. in the topology where the elements of degree ≥ N for all N form a basis of
neighborhoods of 0). For now we will ignore the grading on Hλ
Z
, but it will play a
key role later in the paper.
Since
⊕
x∈Λ(λ) Px is a faithfully projective module, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.15. The functor
Hom
( ⊕
x∈Λ(λ)
Px,−
)
: AλK -mod
D
o → HλK -mod
defines an equivalence of categories between Aλ
K
-modDo and the category of finitely generated
representations of Hλ
K
, on which each si acts nilpotently.
In fact, we will see that when λ is smooth, Hλ
K
admits a presentation as a quadratic
algebra. We begin by producing some generators.
Let i = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) by the ith unit vector. Let c±ix = cx±i,x; note that
deg c±ix = 1. These elements correspond to the adjacencies in the graph structure of
Λ(λ). Thus, we have a homomorphism from the path algebra of Λ(λ) sending each
length 0 path to the corresponding 1x and each edge to the corresponding c±ix .
We’ll be interested in the particular cases of (3.9) which relate these length 1 paths.
If x, x + i ∈ Λ(λ), then
(3.10a) c−ix+ic
+i
x = si1x+i c
+i
x c
−i
x+i = si1x+i .
Note, we can view this as saying that the length 2 paths that cross a hyperplane and
return satisfy the same linear relations as the normal vectors to the corresponding
hyperplanes.
If x, x + i, x +  j, x + i +  j ∈ Λ(λ), then the corresponding chambers fit together as
in the picture below:
ij
x
x + i +  j
x + ix +  j
In this situation, we find that either way of going around the codimension 2 subspace
gives the same result, and that more generally any two paths between chambers that
never cross the same hyperplane twice give equal elements of the algebra.
(3.10b) c+ jx+ic
+i
x = c
+i
x+ jc
+ j
x c
− j
x+ jc
−i
x+i+ j = c
−i
x+ic
− j
x+i+ j .
(3.10c) c− jx+i+ jc
+i
x+ j = c
+i
x c
− j
x+ j c
−i
x+i+ jc
+ j
x+i = c
+ j
x c−ix+i .
If λ is a smooth parameter, then as the following theorem shows, these are the only
relations needed.
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Theorem 3.16. If λ is a smooth parameter, then the algebra End(⊕xPx) is generated by the
idempotents 1x and the elements c±ix for all x ∈ Λ(λ) over Ŝ modulo the relations (3.10a–3.10c).
Proof. Since these relations are a consequence of Theorem 3.13, it suffices to show that
the elements c±ix generate, and that the relations (3.9) are a consequence of (3.10a–
3.10c).
We show that c±ix generate cx,y by induction on the L1-norm |x − y|. If |x − y|1 = 1,
then cx,y = c±iy . On the other hand, if |x− y|1 > 1, then there is some x′ , x,y such that
|x− x′|1 + |x′−y|1 = |x−y|1. Choosing a generic parameter λ′ such that ΛR(λ′) = Λ(λ),
we can consider the line segment joining generic points in ∆¯x and ∆¯y, and let x′ be any
chamber this line segment passes through. The smoothness hypothesis is needed
to conclude that there is such a chamber that lies in Λ(λ). Since cx,y = cx,x′cx′,y, this
proves generation by induction.
We must now check that the relations (3.9) are satisfied. First, consider the situation
where x(0) = x, . . . , x(m) = y is a path with |x(i) − x(i+1)|1 = 1 with x(i) ∈ Λ(λ), and
y(0) = x, . . . ,y(m) = y a path with the same conditions. These two paths differ by a
finite number of applications of the relations (3.10b–3.10c).
What it remains to show is that if x(0) = x, . . . , x(m) = y is a path of minimal
length between these points with |x(i) − x(i+1)|1 = 1, and we have similar paths y(0) =
y, . . . ,y(n) = u and u(0) = x, . . . ,u(p) = u, then
(3.11) cx(0),x(1) · · · cx(m−1),x(m)cy(0),y(1) · · · cy(n−1),y(n) = cu(0),u(1) · · · cu(p−1),u(p)
n∏
i=1
sηi(x,y,u)i .
We’ll prove this by induction on min(m,n). If m = 0 or n = 0, then this is tautologi-
cal. Assume m = 1, and x = y +σ j for σ ∈ {1,−1}. If σ(y j−u j) ≥ 0, then η j(x,y,u) = 0,
so this follows from the statement about minimal length paths. If σ(y j − u j) < 0, then
η j(x,y,u) = 1, and we can assume that y(1) = x, . . . ,y(n) is a minimal length path from
x to u. Thus
cx,ycy,x · · · cy(n−1),y(n) = cx,y(2) · · · cy(n−1),y(n)s j
as desired. The argument if n = 1 is analogous.
Now consider the general case. Assume for simplicity that n ≥ m. Consider the
path x(m−1),y(0), . . . ,y(n) = u. Either this is a minimal path, or by induction, we have
that
cx(m−1),ycy,y(1) · · · cy(n−1),y(n) = cw(1),w(2) · · · cw(n−2),w(n−1)s j
for a minimal path w(0) = x(m−1),w(2), . . . ,w(n−1) = y(n) with j being the index that
changes from x(m−1) to y.
In the former case, by induction, the relation (3.11) for the paths x(0) = x, . . . , x(m−1)
and x(m−1),y(0), . . . ,y(n) = u holds. This is just a rebracketing of the desired case of
(3.11). In the latter, after rebracketing, we have
(cx(0),x(1) · · · cx(m−2),x(m−1))(cx(m−1),x(m) · · · cy(n−1),y(n))
= (cx(0),x(1) · · · cx(m−2),x(m−1))(cw(0),w(1) · · · cw(n−2),w(n−1))s j = cu(0),u(1) · · · cu(p−1),u(p)
n∏
i=1
sηi(x,y,u)i .
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applying (3.11) to the shorter paths. 
3.7. Quadratic duality and the Ext-algebra of the sum of all simple modules. The
algebra Hλ
Z
for smooth parameters has already appeared in the literature in [BLPW10];
it is the “A-algebra” of the hyperplane arrangement defined by di = pk − 1/2 for all
k ∈ Z. This is slightly outside the scope of that paper, since only finite hyperplane
arrangements were considered there, but the results of that paper are easily extended
to the locally finite case. In particular, we have that the algebra H is quadratic, and
its quadratic dual also has a geometric description, given by the “B-algebra.” We
will use this to produce a description of the Ext-algebra of the sum of all simple
representations of Hλ
Z
.
If we fix an integer m, we may consider the hyperplane arrangement given by
di = pk−1/2 for k ∈ [−m,m]. Let H(m) be the A-algebra associated to this arrangement
as in [BLPW12, §8.3] (in that paper, it is denoted by A(η,−)). We leave the dependence
on λ and the ground ring implicit.
By definition, H(m) is obtained by considering the chambers of the arrangement
we have fixed above, putting a quiver structure on this set by connecting chambers
adjacent across a hyperplane, and then imposing the same local relations (3.10a–
3.10c). One result which will be extremely important for us is:
Theorem 3.17 ([BLPW12, 8.25]). The algebra H(m) is finite dimensional in each graded
degree, with finite global dimension ≤ 2n.
There’s a natural map of H(m) to Hλ, sending the idempotents for chambers to 1x
for xi ∈ [−m − 1,m].
Proposition 3.18. Fix x,y and an integer q. For m sufficiently large, the map H(m) → Hλ
induces an isomorphism (1xH(m)1y)q  (1xHλ1y)q between homogeneous elements of degree
q and an isomorphism ExtH(m)(Lx,Ly)  ExtHλ(Lx,Ly).
Proof. An element of (1xH(m)1y)q can be written as a sum of length n paths from x to y.
Thus, it can only pass through u if |x−u|+ |u−y| ≤ q. Thus, if m > q+ |x|1 + |y1|, then no
hyperplane crossed by this path is excluded in H(m). The map (1xH(m)1y)q → (1xHλ1y)q
is clearly surjective in this case, and injective as well, since any relation used in H is
also a relation in H(m).
Thus, if we take a projective resolution of Lx over H(m) and tensor it with Hλ, we
can choose m sufficiently large that the result is still exact in degrees below 2q. Since
H(m) is Koszul, with global dimension ≤ 2n, every simple over H(m) has a linear
resolution of length less than ≤ 2n. This establishes that the tensor product complex
is a projective resolution for m 0.
This establishes that we have an isomorphism ExtH(m)(Lx,Ly) → ExtHλ(Lx,Ly) for
m 0. 
Corollary 3.19. The algebra Hλ is Koszul with global dimension ≤ 2n.
In fact, since the Koszul dual of a quadratic algebra is its quadratic dual, we can
use this result to identify the Koszul dual of Hλ. Continue to assume that Λ(λ) is
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smooth. If we dualize the short exact sequence
0 −→ tZ −→ dZ −→ gZ −→ 0
we obtain a dual sequence
0←− t∗Z ←− d∗Z ←− g∗Z ←− 0
Let ti be the image in t∗Z of the ith coordinate weight of t
∗
Z.
Definition 3.20. Let H!λ,Z (resp H
!
λ,K) be the algebra generated over UZ(t
∗) (resp UK(t∗)) by
elements ex for x ∈ Λ(λ), d±ix for x, x ± i ∈ Λ(λ) subject to the quadratic relations:
(1) Write dx,u := d±ix where u = x ± i. For each x and each i, we have:
(3.12a)
∑
u∈αi(x)
dx,udu,x = tiex.
Note that this implies that if αi(x) = ∅, then tiex = 0.
(2) If x, x + i, x +  j, x + i +  j ∈ Λ(λ), then
(3.12b) d+ jx+id
+i
x = −d+ix+ jd+ jx d− jx+ jd−ix+i+ j = −d−ix+id− jx+i+ j .
(3.12c) d− jx+i+ jd
+i
x+ j = −d+ix d− jx+ j d−ix+i+ jd+ jx+i = −d+ jx d−ix+i .
(3) If x and u are chambers such that |x − u| = 2 and there is only one length 2 path
(x,y,u) in Λ(λ) from x to u, then
(3.12d) dx,ydy,u = 0.
For example, if x < Λ but x + i, x +  j, x + i +  j ∈ Λ(λ), then d− jx+i+ jd+ix+ j = 0.
We again suppress the dependence of H and H! on λ and the ground ring, to avoid
clutter. The following holds over bothK and Z:
Theorem 3.21. The algebras H and H! are quadratically dual, with the pairing H1 × H!1
given by
〈cσix , dσ
′ j
y 〉 = δx,yδi, jδσ,σ′ .
Proof. What we must show is that the quadratic relations of H in H1 ⊗H0 H1 are the
annihilator of the relations of H! in H!1 ⊗H0 H!1. It is enough to consider exH1 ⊗H0 H1ey
for any pair of idempotents ex, ey. This space can only be non-zero if |x − y| = 2 or 0.
Let us first assume that |x − y| = 2. If there is one path between x and y in Λ, then
exH1 ⊗H0 H1ey  exH2ey and there are no relations. On the other hand, in H!, we have
that all elements of exH!1 ⊗H!0 H!1ey are relations by (3.12d).
If there are two paths, through u and u′, then the element cx,u ⊗ cu,y − cx,u′ ⊗ cu′,y
spans the set of relations. Its annihilator is dx,u ⊗ du,y + dx,u′ ⊗ du′,y, which spans the
relations in H! by (3.12b–3.12c). This deals with the case where |x − y| = 2.
Now, assume that x = y. The space exH1 ⊗H0 H1ex is spanned by cx,ucu,x for u ∈ α(x).
Thus, exH1 ⊗H0 H1ex  Kα(x). We can map this to dK by sending the unit vector
corresponding to u to si where x = u ± i. The relations are the preimage of tK.
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By standard linear algebra, the annihilator of a preimage is the image of the annihi-
lator under the dual map. Thus, we must consider the dual map t⊥K ⊂ d∗K → Kα(x), and
identify its image with the relations in H!. These are exactly the relations imposed by
taking linear combinations of the relations in (3.12a) such that the RHS is 0. 
Corollary 3.22. We have Ext(⊕xLx,⊕yLy)  H!λ,K, with individual summands given by
Ext(Ly,Lx)  exH!λey.
Proof. Here, we apply Theorem 3.15; this equivalence of abelian categories implies
that we can replace the computation of ExtAλ(Lx,Ly) with that of the corresponding
1-dimensional simple modules over Hλ in the subcategory of modules on which si
acts nilpotently.
If we instead did the same computation in the bounded derived category of all
finitely generated modules, then we would know the result is exH!λey by Koszul
duality. Thus, we need to know that the inclusion of the category on which si acts
nilpotently induces a fully-faithful functor on derived categories.
For this, it’s enough to show that every pair of objects A,B has an object C (all in
the subcategory) and a surjective morphism ψ : C → A such that the induced map
Extn(A,B) → Extn(C,B) is trivial for all n. We can accomplish this with C a sum of
quotients of Hλ1z’s by the ideal generated by sNi for N  0; this is clear for degree
reasons if A and B are gradeable, and since gradeable objects DG-generate, this is
enough. 
This gives us a combinatorial realization of the Ext-algebra of the simple modules
in this category. We can restate it in terms of Stanley-Reisner rings as follows.
For every x,y, we have a polytope ∆¯Rx ∩∆¯Ry , which has an associated Stanley-Reisner
ring SR(x,y)K. The latter is the quotient ofK[t1, . . . , tn] by the relation that ti1 · · · tik = 0
if the intersection of ∆¯Rx ∩ ∆¯Ry with the hyperplanes defined by ai j = pn for n ∈ Z is
empty. Let SR(x,y)K be its quotient modulo the system of parameters defined by the
image of t⊥K.
We can define SR(x,y)Z and SR(x,y)Z by the same prescription, replacing K by
Z everywhere. In [BLPW10, 4.1], the authors define a product on the sum SRZ 
⊕x,y∈ΛSR(x,y)Z, which they call the “B-algebra.” The same definition works overK.
The result [BLPW10, 4.14] shows that this algebra is isomorphic to the “A-algebra”
(that defined by the relations (3.10a–3.10c)) for a Gale dual hyperplane arrangement.
Unfortunately, for a periodic arrangement, the Gale dual is an arrangement on an
infinite dimensional space, which we will not consider. We can easily restate this
theorem in a way which will generalize for us. Assume that λ is a smooth parameter.
Proposition 3.23 ([BLPW10, Th. A]). The algebra SRK is quadratic dual to HλK. That is,
it is isomorphic to H!λ,K. In particular, we have the canonical isomorphisms Ext(Lx,Ly) 
exH!λ,Key  SR(x,y)K[−|x − y|1].
3.8. Interpretation as the cohomology of a toric variety. For our purposes, the key
feature of the quadratic dual of Hλ
Z
is its topological interpretation, which is exactly
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as in [BLPW10, §4.3]. This interpretation will allow us to match the Ext-algebras
which appear on the mirror side, in the second half of this paper.
Indeed, the periodic hyperplane arrangement Aperλ defines a tiling of g
∗,λ
R
by the
polytopes ∆¯Rx .
To each such polytope we can associate a G-toric variety Xx [CdS01, Chapter XI].
Each facet of the polytope defines a toric subvariety of Xx. In particular, the facet
∆Rx ∩ ∆Ry defines a toric subvariety Xx,y of both Xx and Xy.
Moreover, the Stanley-Reisner ring SR(x,y)K is identified with H∗G(Xx,y;K), and the
quotient SR(x,y)K is identified with H∗(Xx,y;K). Composing this identification with
Proposition 3.23, we have an identification
exH!λ,Key  H
∗(Xx,y;K)[−|x − y|1].
In this presentation, multiplication in the Ext-algebra is given by a natural convo-
lution on cohomology groups [BLPW10, §4.3].
3.9. Degrading. So far, we have only considered Aλ
K
-modules which are endowed
with a D-action. Now, we use the results of the preceding sections to describe the
category Aλ
K
-modo of modules without this extra structure.
Proposition 3.24. Assume that L is a simple module in the category Aλ
K
-modo. Then we
have an isomorphism of Aλ
K
-modules L  Lx for some x.
Proof. On the subcategory Aλ
K
-modo, the central element
zpi ∂
p
i = h
+
i (h
+
i − 1)(h+i − 2) · · · (h+i − p + 1)
acts nilpotently, so h+i has spectrum in Fp. In L, there thus must exist a simultaneous
eigenvector v for all h+i ’s, and a such that h
+
i v = aiv. Thus, W
1
a(L) , 0, which shows
that there is a non-zero map Qa  Px → L, so we must have L  Lx. 
This shows that Lx gives a complete list of simples. The module Px represents the a
generalized eigenspace of h+i , and thus still projective. In fact, there are redundancies
in this list, but they are easy to understand.
Definition 3.25. Let Λ¯(λ) be the quotient of Λ(λ) by the equivalence relation that x ∼ y if
and only if x|tZ = y|tZ . Equivalently, x ∼ y if y = x + γ where γ lies in t⊥Z = g∗Z.
We write x¯ for the image of x in Λ¯(λ). Recall that g∗,λ
Z
is a torsor for the lattice
g∗Z. The action of the sublattice p · g∗Z preserves the periodic arrangement Aperλ . The
quotient Atorλ = A
per
λ /p · g∗Z is an arrangement on the quotient g∗,λZ /p · g∗Z, and Λ¯(λ) is
the set of chambers of Atorλ .
Example 3.26. In the setting of Example 3.12, Atorλ has three chambers. A set of repre-
sentatives is given by those chambers of the periodic arrangement lying within the pictured
square.
Theorem 3.27. As Aλ
K
-modules Lx  Ly if and only if x ∼ y. That is, the simple modules in
Aλ
K
-modo are in bijection with Λ¯(λ).
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Proof. If x ∼ y, then Px and Py are canonically isomorphic as AλK-modules, since (3.6)
is only sensitive to the coset of a under the action of p · t⊥Z. It follows that Lx  Ly as
Aλ
K
-modules. On the other hand, if Lx  Ly as AλK-modules, their weights modulo p
must agree. This is only possible if x|tZ = y|tZ . 
When convenient, we will write Lx¯ for the simple attached to x¯ ∈ Λ¯(λ). We can
understand the Ext-algebra of simples using the degrading functorD : Aλ
K
-modDo →
Aλ
K
-modo which forgets the action of D.
Theorem 3.28. We have a canonical isomorphism of algebras
ExtAλ
K
-modo(Lx,Ly)  ⊕x|tZ=u|tZ ExtAλK -modDo (Lu,Ly)  ⊕y|tZ=u|tZ ExtAλK -modDo (Lx,Lu).
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that Px remains projective in AλK -modo, so the
degrading of a projective resolution of Lx remains projective. 
One can easily see that this implies that, just like Aλ
K
-modDo , the category AλK -modo
has a Koszul graded lift, since the coincidence of the homological and internal grad-
ings is unchanged.
We can deduce a presentation of
H¯!λ,K = ExtAλK -modo
(
⊕x¯∈Λ¯(λ)Lx¯,⊕x¯∈Λ¯(λ)Lx¯
)
Indeed, we think of H!λ,K as the path algebra of the quiver Λ(λ) (over the base ring
UK(t∗)) satisfying the relations in definition 3.20, and then apply the quotient map
to Λ¯(λ), keeping the arrows and relations in place. This is well-defined since the
relations (3.12a–3.12c) are unchanged by adding a character of G to x.
Likewise, we have the following definition, describing the endomorphism algebra
of the projectives.
Definition 3.29. Let H¯λ
K
be the algebra generated by the idempotents 1x and the elements c±ix
for all x ∈ Λ¯(λ) over S modulo the relations (3.10a–3.10c). Let H¯λ
Z
be the natural lift to Z.
Example 3.30. Let us our example ofGm acting by scalars onA3. The set Λ¯(λ) has 3 elements
corresponding to the chambers A where x1 +x2 +x3 = bλp c, B where x1 +x2 +x3 = bλp c−1, and
C where x1 + x2 + x3 = bλp c − 2. We have adjacencies between A and B across 3 hyperplanes,
and between B and C across 3 hyperplanes, with none between A and C.
Thus, our quiver is
A B C
We use xi to the path from A to B across the di hyperplane, and yi the path from C to B
across the di hyperplane. Our relations thus become:
x∗1x1 = x
∗
2x2 = x
∗
3x3 y
∗
1y1 = y
∗
2y2 = y
∗
3y3
x1x∗1 + y1y
∗
1 = x2x
∗
2 + y2y
∗
2 = x3x
∗
3 + y3y
∗
3
x∗i y j = −x∗jyi y∗i x j = −y∗jxi xix∗j = −y jy∗i (i , j)
y∗1x1 = y
∗
2x2 = y
∗
3x3 = x
∗
1y1 = x
∗
2y2 = x
∗
3y3 = 0
x∗i x j = y
∗
i y j = 0 (i , j)
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Note that there are only finitely many elements of Λ¯(λ). In fact, the number of
such elements has an explicit upper bound. A basis of the inclusion T ⊂ D is a set of
coordinates such that the corresponding coweights form a basis of dQ/tQ. For generic
parameters, taking the intersection of the corresponding coordinate subtori defines
a bijection of the bases with the vertices of Atorλ .
Lemma 3.31. The number of elements of Λ¯R(λ) is less than or equal to the number of bases
for the inclusion T ⊂ D.
Proof. Choose a generic cocharacter ξ ∈ t⊥
Q
⊂ d∗
Q
. Note that a real number c satisfies
the equations xip ≤ c < xip + p if and only if it satisfies xip −  < c < xip + p −  for 
sufficiently small. Thus, we will have no fewer nonempty regions if we consider the
chambers
ERx = {a ∈ g∗,λZ ⊗R | pxi − i < ai < pxi + p − i}
for some sufficiently small i > 0 chosen generically. Note that ERx is open. For any
E¯Rx , there is a maximal point for this cocharacter, that is, a point a such that for all
b , a ∈ ∆¯Rx , we have ξ(b−a) < 0. By standard convex geometry, this is only possible if
there are hyperplanes in our arrangement passing through a defined by coordinates
that are a basis. In fact, by the genericity of the elements i, we can assume that the
point a is hit by exactly a basis of hyperplanes. This gives a map from Λ¯(λ)R to the
set of bases and this map is injective, since all but one of the chambers that contain a
in its closure will contain points higher than a. 
Since the number of elements of Λ¯R(λ) is lower-semicontinuous in λ, we see
immediately that λ is smooth if the size of Λ¯(λ) is the number of bases.
3.10. Tilting generators for coherent sheaves. We can also interpret these results
in terms of coherent sheaves. In particular, we can consider the coherent sheaf
Qa = lim←−−AλK/AλK(h+i − ai)N on the formal completion of the fiber µ−1(0). Here, as
before, we assume that ai ∈ Fp, so api − ai = 0. On this formal subscheme, this is an
equivariant splitting bundle for the Azumaya algebraAλ
K
by [Sta13, 4.3.4].
If we think of Aλ
K
|µ−1(0ˆ) as a left module over itself, it decomposes according the
eigenvalues of h+i acting on the right. By construction, each generalized eigenspace
defines a copy of Qa for some weight a. If we let g∗,λFp be the set of characters of
dFp which agree with λ (mod p) on tFp , then these are precisely the simultaneous
eigenvalues of the Euler operators h+i that occur. Thus, we have
AλK|µ−1(0ˆ) 
⊕
b∈g∗,λ
Fp
Qb
In particular, given an Aλ
K
-module M over the formal neighborhood of µ−1(0ˆ), we
have an isomorphism of coherent sheaves
(3.13) M 
⊕
b∈g∗,λ
Fp
HomAλ
K
(Qb,M).
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The elements of Aλ
K
act on Qa on the left as endomorphisms of the underlying
coherent sheaf; in particular,Qa naturally decomposes as the sum of the generalized
eigenspaces for the Euler operators h+i .
In fact, each eigenspace for the action of h+i defines a line bundle, so that the sheaf
Qa is the sum of these line bundles. The next few results will provide a description
of these line bundles. We begin with some preliminaries. Recall that MK is defined
as a free quotient of a D-stable subset of T∗AnK by T. Given any character of x ∈ D,
the associated bundle construction defines a D-line bundle on MK. If we forget the
D-equivariance, then the underlying line bundle depends only on the image x¯ of x in
d∗Z/t
⊥
Z.
Definition 3.32. Given x ∈ d∗Z, let `D(x) be the associated D-equivariant line bundle line
bundle on MK. We write `(x) or `(x¯) for the resulting non-equivariant line-bundle.
Recall that the Weyl algebra WK defines a coherent sheaf over the spectrum of its
center, namely (T∗A(1)
K
)n. As a coherent sheaf, it is simply a direct sum of copies of
the structure sheaf. Consider a monomial m(k, l) :=
∏n
i=1 ∂
ki
i z
li
i , viewed as a section of
the structure sheaf. We have the following description of its D-weight x ∈ d∗Z.
Write i for the generators of d∗Z, so that x =
∑n
i=1 δii. Let δ+i be the maximal power
of zpi dividing m(l,k) and δ
−
i be the maximal power of ∂
p
i dividing m(l,k). Then
δi = δ+i − δ−i . In the notation of Section 3.3, we can write this as x =
∑n
i=1 δi(0, l − k)i.
We conclude the following.
Lemma 3.33. The monomial m(l,k) descends to a section of the line bundle `
(∑n
i=1 δi(0, l −
k)i
)
on M(1)
K
.
The following proposition holds over the formal neighborhood pi−1(0ˆ).
Proposition 3.34.
HomAλ
K
(Qb,Qa)  `
( n∑
i=1
δi(b, a)i
)
(3.14)
Qa 
⊕
b∈g∗,λ
Fp
`
( n∑
i=1
δi(b, a)i
)
(3.15)
Note that the image of
∑n
i=1 δi(b, a)i in d∗Z/t
⊥
Z depends only on the class of b in
d∗Z/p · t⊥Z, so that the sum is well defined. The different isomorphism classes of line
bundles that appear are in bijection with the chambers of Λ¯(λ), but not canonically
so, since we must choose a.
Proof of Proposition 3.34. The second isomorphism follows from the first by (3.13). To
construct the first isomorphism, we recall that Aλ
K
 End(Qa)  End(Qb). Thus
HomAλ
K
(Qa,Qb) is a line bundle. It has a section given by the element m(b− a) ∈ AλK.
By Lemma 3.33, it is the line bundle defined via the associated bundle construction
by the character
(∑n
i=1 δi(b, a)i
)
of T. The proposition follows. 
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Let
T λZ 
⊕
x¯∈Λ¯(λ)
`(x¯).
For another commutative ring R, letT λR be the corresponding bundle onMR, the base
change to Spec(R). Every line bundle which appears has a canonical S-equivariant
structure (induced from the trivial structure S-equivariant structure on OT∗An
Z
), and
we endow T λ
Z
with the induced S-equivariant structure. Note that any lift of Λ¯(λ)
to Λ(λ) determines a D × S-equivariant structure, although we do not need it here.
The S-weights make End(T λ
Z
) into a Z≥0 graded algebra. Let x ∈ d∗Z. Consider the
monomial
mp(x) :=
∏
xi>0
zxii
∏
xi<0
w−xii .
Note the similarity with (2.2), with the key difference that we do not require x ∈ t⊥Z.
After Hamiltonian reduction, this defines a section of `(x) with S-weight equal to |x|1.
By the same token, it defines an element of Hom(`(y), `(y′)) whenever y′ = y + x.
Proposition 3.35. For allλ, we have an isomorphism of graded algebras H¯λ
Z
 EndCoh(M)(T λZ )
sending cx,y 7→ mp(y − x) and si 7→ ziwi.
Proof. We first check that the map is well-defined. The map si 7→ ziwi is well-defined
since the linear relations satisfied by si exactly match the relations on ziwi coming from
restriction to the zero fiber of the T-moment map. The map cx,y 7→ mp(y − x) is well-
defined if the elements mp(y − x) satisfy relations (3.10a) and (3.10b–3.10c). Relation
(3.10a) is satisfied if mp(i)mp(−i) = ziwi. This is immediate from the definition.
The relations (3.10b–3.10c) are clear from the commutativity of multiplication.
Thus, we have defined an algebra map H¯λ
Z
→ End(T λ
Z
). This is a map of graded
algebras, since both cx,y and mp(y − x) have degree |y − x|1.
This map is a surjection, since homomorphisms from one line bundle to another
are spanned over C[z1w1, . . . , znwn] by mp(x). Since H¯λZ is torsion free over Z, it’s
enough to check that it is injective modulo sufficiently large primes, which follows
from Theorems 3.13 and 3.16. 
This allows us to understand more fully the structure of the bundle T λ
Z
. Note that
the bundle T λ
Z
depends on λ, but only through the structure of the set Λ¯(λ).
Proposition 3.36. The bundle T λ
Q
is a tilting generator on MQ if and only if λ is smooth.
Proof. T λ
Q
is tilting by Theorem 2.5, so we need only check if it is a generator. In
order to check this overQ, it is enough to check it modulo a large prime p. By [Kal08,
4.2], for a fixed affine line Z in g∗,λ
Z
, there is an integer N, independent of p, such
that T λ
Fp
is a tilting generator when λ lies outside a set of size ≤ N in the reduction
ZFp of Z modulo p. If λ is smooth, then the set of λ′ ∈ ZFp that give the same Λ¯(λ)
grows asymptotically to Ap where A is the volume in ZR/Z of the real points such that
Λ¯(λ)R for the induced torus arrangement is the same as Λ¯(λ) for λ. Thus, whenever
p ≥ N/A, there must be a point where Λ¯(λ) (and thus T λ
Q
) is the same as for our
original λ, and T λ
Q
is a tilting generator.
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If λ is not smooth, then H¯λ
Q
has fewer simple modules than at a smooth parameter,
so T λ
Q
cannot be a generator. 
Combining the above results yields the following equivalence of categories. In the
following, we view T λ
Q
as a coherent sheaf of H¯λ
Q
-modules.
Corollary 3.37. For smooth λ, the adjoint functors
− L⊗H¯λ
Q
T λQ : D
b(H¯λ,op
Q
-mod)→ Db(Coh(MQ))
RHom(T λQ ,−) : Db(Coh(MQ))→ Db(H¯λ,opQ -mod)
define equivalences between the derived categories of coherent sheaves over MQ and finitely
generated right H¯λ
Q
-modules.
The same functors define an equivalence between the derived categories of graded modules
and equivariant sheaves:
− L⊗H¯λ
Q
T λQ : D
b(H¯λ,op
Q
-gmod)→ Db(CohGm(MQ))
RHom(T λQ ,−) : Db(CohGm(MQ))→ Db(H¯λ,opQ -gmod)
Since H¯λ,op
Q
is defined as a path algebra modulo relations, its graded simple mod-
ules are just the 1-dimensional modules Lopx := Hom(⊕y∈Λ¯(λ)Ly,Lx); we denote the
corresponding complexes of coherent sheaves by
Lx := L
op
x
L⊗H¯λ
Q
T λQ .
The induced t-structure on Db(CohGm(M)) is what’s often called an “exotic t-
structure.”
We also have a Koszul dual description of coherent sheaves as dg-modules over
the quadratic dual H¯!λ,Q. Since H¯
λ
Q
is an infinite dimensional algebra, we have to
be a bit careful about finiteness properties here. We let Coh(MQ)o be the category
of coherent sheaves set theoretically supported on the fiber pi−1(o), and H¯λ,op
Q
-modo
denote the corresponding category of H¯op
Q
-modules; one characterization of these
modules is that for some integer N, there are killed by all algebra elements of degree
> N.
Lemma 3.38. A complex of coherent sheaves lies in Db(CohGm(MQ)o) if and only if it is in
the triangulated envelope of the complexesLx.
Proof. The a complex M is in the subcategory Db(CohGm(MQ)o) if and only if it is sent to
a complex of modules over H¯λ,op
Q
killed up to homotopy by a sufficiently high power
of the 2-sided ideal generated by the elements of positive degree in H0(MQ,OMQ).
This ideal contains all elements of sufficiently large degree (since the quotient by it is
finite dimensional and graded), so each cohomology module of the image is a finite
extensions of the graded simples. Thus the complex itself is an iterated extension of
shifts of these modules. 
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Let H¯!λ,Q -perf be the category of perfect dg-modules over H¯
!
λ,Q.
As usual, we will abuse notation and let Db(Coh(MQ)) to denote the usual dg-
enhancement of this category, and similarly with Db(CohGm(MQ)). Combining the
equivalence of Corollary 3.37 with Koszul duality:
Proposition 3.39.
(1) We have an equivalence of dg-categories H¯!λ,Q -perf  D
b(Coh(MQ)o), induced by
Ext(⊕y∈Λ¯(λ)Ly,−).
(2) We have an equivalence of dg-categories Dbperf(H¯
!
λ,Q -gmod)  D
b(CohGm(MQ)o),
induced by Ext(⊕y∈Λ¯(λ)Ly,−).
Proof. Since elements of Db(Coh(MQ)o) are finite extensions ofLy for different y, they
are sent by Ext(⊕y∈Λ¯(λ)Ly,−) to perfect complexes and vice versa. This proves item
(1).
Item (2) is just the graded version of this statement, which corresponds to Corollary
3.37 via the usual Koszul duality ([BGS96, Thm. 2.12.1]). 
This shows that smooth parameters also have an interpretation in terms of Aλ
K
;
this is effectively a restatement of Proposition 3.36, so we will not include a proof.
Proposition 3.40. The functor RΓ : Db(Aλ
K
-mod0) 7→ Db(AλK -mod0) is an equivalence of
categories if and only if the parameter λ is smooth.
4. Mirror symmetry via microlocal sheaves
In the previous sections, the conical Gm-action on hypertoric varieties played a
key role in our study of coherent sheaves. This is what allowed us to construct
a tilting bundle based on a quantization in characteristic p. This conic action also
plays a crucial role in the study of enumerative invariants of these varieties [BMO,
MO, MS12]. The quantum connection and quantum cohomology which appear
in those papers lose almost all of their interesting features if one does not work
equivariantly with respect to the conic action. We are thus interested in a version of
mirror symmetry which remembers this conic action.
We expect the relevant A-model category to be a subcategory of a Fukaya category
of the Dolbeault hypertoric manifold Y, built from Lagrangian branes endowed
with an extra structure corresponding to the conical Gm-action on M. However,
rather than working directly with the Fukaya category, we will replace it below by
a category of DQ-modules on Y . The calculations presented there should also be
valid in the Fukaya category, but this requires some machinery for comparing Fukaya
categories and categories of constructible sheaves. Recent and forthcoming work of
Ganatra, Pardon and Shende [GPSb, GPSa] makes us optimistic about the prospects
of having such machinery soon, so let us have some fuel ready for it.
After defining the relevant spaces and categories of DQ modules, we state our
main equivalence in Theorem 4.27 and Corollary 4.29.
There are a few obvious related questions. What corresponds to the category of all
(not necessarily equivariant) coherent sheaves on M? What corresponds to the full
Fukaya category of Y? We plan to address these questions in a future publication.
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4.1. Dolbeault hypertoric manifolds. In this section, we introduce Dolbeault hy-
pertoric manifolds, whose definition we learned from unpublished work of Hausel
and Proudfoot.
Dolbeault hypertoric manifolds are complex manifolds attached to the data of
a toric hyperplane arrangement (i.e. a collection of codimension 1 affine subtori),
similar to the association of an additive hypertoric variety to an affine hyperplane
arrangement. They carry a complex symplectic form, and a proper fibration whose
generic fiber is complex lagrangian and carries the structure of an abelian variety.
Many perspectives on toric varieties can be extended to the Dolbeault hypertoric
situation. For our purposes, the most relevant is that we can start with a basic
building block, and build all other varieties by Hamiltonian reduction of a product
of copies of this building block. For toric varieties, this is served by C∗ acting on C (
which corresponds to a ray in R), and for additive hypertoric varieties by C∗ acting
on T∗C (which corresponds to a single point in R). For multiplicative hypertoric
varieties, we need an object that corresponds to a single point in the torusU1 ⊂ C∗.
Our basic building block will be the Tate curve Z; we give a construction suited to
our purposes below, culminating in Definition 4.2.
Let C∗ = SpecC[q, q−1], and letD∗ be the punctured disk defined by 0 < q < 1. Let
Z∗ be the family of elliptic curves over D∗ defined by (C∗ ×D∗)/Z, where 1 ∈ Z acts
by multiplication by q × 1.
We will define an extension of Z∗ to a family Z overDwith central fiber equal to a
nodal elliptic curve.
LetUn := SpecC[x, y] for n ∈ Z. Consider the birational map f : Un → Un+1 defined
by f ∗(x) = 1y , f
∗(y) = xy2. This defines an automorphism of the subspace U0 \ {xy = 0}.
If we let q := xy, then we can rewrite this automorphism as (x, y) 7→ (q−1x, qy). Note
that this map preserves the product xy and commutes with the C∗-action on Un
defined by τ · x = τx, τ · y = τ−1y.
Definition 4.1. Let U be the quotient of the union
⊔
n∈ZUn by the equivalence relations that
identify the points x ∈ Un and f (x) ∈ Un+1.
The variety U is smooth of infinite type, with a map q := xy : U→ C and an action
of C∗ preserving the fibers of q. The map U0 \ {xy = 0} → U \ q−1(0) is easily checked
to be an isomorphism.
U carries a Z-action defined by sending Un to Un+1 via the identity map. The
action of n ∈ Z is the unique extension of the automorphism of U0 \ {xy = 0} given
by (x, y) 7→ (q−nx, qny). Thus, n fixes a point (x, y) if and only if q is an nth root of
unity. In particular, the action of Z on Z˜ := q−1(D) is free. Combining this with the
paragraph above, we see that q−1(D∗) = {(x, y) ∈ U0 | xy ∈ D∗}; since we can choose
x ∈ C∗ and q ∈ D∗, with y = q/x uniquely determined, we have an isomorphism
q−1(D∗)  C∗×D∗. Note that transported by this isomorphism, the C∗-action we have
defined acts by scalar multiplication on the first factor, and trivially on the second.
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Thus, we obtain the following commutative diagram of spaces:
(4.16)
C∗ ×D∗  q−1(D∗) Z˜
D∗ D
j
q q
The fiber Z˜0 := q−1(0) is an infinite chain ofCP1’s with each link connected to the next
by a single node.
The action of C∗ on Z˜0 scales each component, matching the usual action of scalars
onCP1, thought of as the Riemann sphere. The action of the generator ofZ translates
the chain by one link.
Definition 4.2. Let Z := Z˜/Z.
The manifold Z will be our basic building block. We now study various group
actions and moment maps for Z, in order to eventually define a symplectic reduction
of Zn.
The action of C∗ on Z˜ descends to an action on Z; note that on any nonzero fiber
of the map to D, it factors through a free action of the quotient group C∗/qZ, which
is transitive unless q = 0. Thus the generic fiber of q is an elliptic curve. The fiber
Z0 := q−1(0) is a nodal elliptic curve. We write n for the node.
The action ofU1 ⊂ C∗ on Z˜ is Hamiltonian with respect to a hyperkahler symplectic
form and metric described in [GW+00, Prop. 3.2], where one also finds a description
of the Z-invariant moment map. This moment map descends to
µ : Z→ R/Z = U1.
Hence µ is the quasi-hamiltonian moment map for the action of U1 on Z. We may
arrange that µ(n) = 1 ∈ U1. The nodal fiber Z0 is the image of a U1-equivariant
immersion ι : CP1 → Z, which is an embedding except that 0 and∞ are both sent to
n. We have a commutative diagram:
(4.17)
CP1 Z
[0, 1] R/Z
ι
µCP1 µ µCP1(z) =
|z|2
1 + |z|2 : CP
1 → [0, 1].
The action ofU1 and map µ × q form a kind of ‘multiplicative hyperkahler hamil-
tonian action’ of U1. In particular, (µ × q)−1(a, b) is a single U1 orbit, which is free
unless a = 1, b = 0, which case it is just the node n. It’s worth comparing this with
the hyperka¨hler moment map on T∗C for the action ofU1: this is given by the map
T∗C→ R × C (z,w) 7→ (|z|2 − |w|2, zw)
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The fibers over non-zero elements of R × C are circles, and the fiber over zero is the
origin. In a neighborhood of n, µ × q is analytically isomorphic to this map.
Without seeking to formalize the notion, we will simply mimic the notion of
hyperkhaler reduction in this setting. Recall that a hypertoric variety M is defined
using an embedding of tori (C∗)k = T → D = (C∗)n. Let TR,DR be the corresponding
compact tori in these groups, and T∨R  t
∗
R/t
∗
Z the Langlands dual torus; the usual
inner product induces an isomorphism DR  D∨R which we will leave implicit. Thus,
we have an action of TR on Zn and a TR-invariant map Φ : Zn → T∨R × t∗. Given
ζ ∈ T∨R, let ζ′ = ζ× 0 ∈ T∨R × t∗. For generic ζ the action of TR on Φ−1(ζ′) is locally free.
For the rest of this paper, we make the additional assumption that the torus embed-
ding T → D is unimodular, meaning that if ek are the coordinate basis of dZ, then any
collection of ek whose image spans dQ/tQ also spans dZ/tZ. As with toric varieties, this
guarantees that for generic ζ the action of T on Φ−1(ζ′) is actually free. We expect that
this assumption can be lifted without significant difficulties, but it will help alleviate
notation in what follows.
The following definition is due to Hausel and Proudfoot.
Definition 4.3. Let Y := Φ−1(ζ′)/TR.
Proposition 4.4. Y is a 2d = 2n − 2k dimensional holomorphic symplectic manifold.
We will occasionally need to consider the universal cover Y˜; this can also be
constructed as a reduction. We have a hyperka¨hler moment map Φ˜ : Z˜n → t∗R ⊕ t∗.
Let ζ˜′ be a preimage of ζ′. Then we can define Y˜ := Φ˜−1(ζ˜′)/TR. Y˜ carries a natural
action of g∗Z, the subgroup of Z
n which preserves the level Φ˜−1(ζ˜′). The quotient by
this map is Y, and the quotient map ν : Y˜ → Y is a universal cover. Note that Y˜
is a (non-multiplicative) hyperka¨hler reduction, and the action of g∗Z preserves the
resulting complex symplectic form. This gives one way of defining the complex
symplectic form on Y.
Let qY : Y → t⊥C  g∗C be the map induced by qn : Zn → Cn  d∗C. Its fibers are
complex Lagrangians. The action of C∗ on Z defines an action of G = D/T on Y,
which preserves the complex symplectic form and the fibers of the map qY, and acts
transitively on fibers over values (q1, . . . , qn) with qi , 0 for all i. In this case, the
generic fiber is a d-dimensional abelian variety given by the quotient of G by the
image of the discrete subgroup
{(qm11 , . . . , qmnn ) | (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Zn} ⊂ D.
The fact that (q1, . . . , qn) ∈ t⊥C  g∗C ensures that this image is discrete.
Definition 4.5. We define the core of Y to be C := q−1
Y
(0).
WhereasY is merely a complex manifold, we will see thatC is naturally an algebraic
variety. Its components, as we shall see, are smooth complex Lagrangians. We
can give an explicit description of C as follows, in the spirit of the combinatorial
description of toric varieties in terms of their moment polytopes. In our setting,
polytopes are replaced by toroidal arrangements.
We have the map D∗R → T∗R; let G∗,ζR be the preimage of ζ. It is a torsor over G∗R.
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Definition 4.6. Let Btorζ ⊂ G∗,ζR be the toric hyperplane arrangement defined by the coordinate
subtori of D∗R. Let Λ¯
R(ζ) be the set of chambers of Btorζ . Given x ∈ Λ¯R(ζ), we write ∆Rx ⊂ G∗,ζR
for the corresponding chamber.
As in section 3.8, let Xx be the toric variety obtained from the polytope ∆Rx by the
Delzant construction.
Proposition 4.7. C is characterized as follows.
(1) The irreducible components of C are the smooth toric varieties Xx indexed by x ∈
Λ¯R(ζ).
(2) The intersection Xx ∩ Xy is the toric subvariety of either component indexed by
∆Rx ∩ ∆Ry .
(3) The image under the GR-moment map of Xx is precisely the polytope ∆Rx .
(4) All components meet with normal crossings.
Proof. We begin by noting that C is the image in Y of Φ−1(ζ′) ∩ Zn0 . As previ-
ously discussed, we have an immersion ιn : (CP1)n → Zn whose image is Zn0 . Let
Φ+ : (CP1)n → T∨R be the composition of µn+ : (CP1)n → [0, 1]n with the projection
p : [0, 1]n ⊂ d∗R → D∗R → T∨R.
The preimage p−1(ζ) ⊂ [0, 1]n is a disjoint union of polytopes. Each polytope is the
intersection of a g∗R-coset in d
∗
R with [0, 1]
n. The resulting polytopes are exactly the
chambers ∆Rx for x ∈ Λ¯R(ζ).
The map Φ+ is regular at ζ, so Φ−1+ (ζ) is a smooth submanifold of (CP
1)n, with
components indexed by the polytopes ∆x. By regularity, TR acts locally freely on this
preimage and the quotient Φ−1+ (ζ)/TR is a union of smooth toric varieties Xx. Each
of these connected components maps diffeomorphically to a component of C as an
algebraic variety.
The surjectivity of ι shows that these are all the components. This proves (1), (2)
and (3).
Claim (4) follows from the corresponding property for Zn0 . In fact, the singular
points of C are analytically locally a product of m nodes, and a d − m-dimensional
affine space.

By the same reasoning we have an analogous description of C˜, the preimage of C
in Y˜. First note that the preimage of G∗,ζ
R
under the quotient d∗R → D∗R is given by
g∗,ζ
R
:= ζ˜′ + g∗R.
Definition 4.8. Let Bperζ ⊂ g∗,ζR be the periodic hyperplane arrangement defined by the
preimage of Btorζ in ζ˜
′ + g∗R. Let Λ
R(ζ) be the set of chambers of Bperζ . We write ∆
R
x ⊂ g∗,ζR for
the chamber indexed by x ∈ ΛR(ζ).
Proposition 4.9. The irreducible components of C˜ are the toric varieties Xx associated with
the polytopes ∆Rx indexed by x ∈ ΛR(ζ). They meet with normal crossings along toric
subvarieties indexed by the intersections ∆Rx ∩ ∆Ry .
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Example 4.10. Consider our usual running example, with T = C∗ acting diagonally on C3.
In this case, for generic ζ˜′, we arrive at a picture like in (3.8). The 3 chambers shown in total
there correspond to the 3 core components of C: two of these are isomorphic to CP2, and one
to CP1 × CP1 blown up at (0, 0) and (∞,∞). We joint these by joining the lines at ∞ in
the first CP2 to the exceptional locus of the blow up at (0, 0), and its coordinate lines to the
unique lifts ofCP1×{∞} and {∞}×CP1 to lines in the blowup (note that in the blowup, these
lines don’t intersect). With the second CP2 we do the same gluing with 0 and∞ reversed.
Note that in C, the two CP2’s are embedded, but the third component is only immersed: it
intersects itself transversely at each torus fixed point.
4.2. Other flavors of multiplicative hypertoric manifold. In this paper, starting
from the data of an embedding of tori T→ Gnm, we have constructed both an additive
hypertoric variety M and a Dolbeault hypertoric manifold Y. We view the latter as a
multiplicative analogue ofM. One can attach to the same data another, better known
multiplicative analogue YBetti, which however plays only a motivational role in this
paper. For a definition, see [Gan18]. YBetti is often simply known as a multiplicative
hypertoric variety. For generic parameters, it is a smooth affine variety, of the same
dimension as M and Y. In fact, forthcoming work of Zsuzsanna Dancso, Vivek
Shende and the first author constructs a smooth open embedding Y → YBetti, such
that YBetti retracts smoothly onto the image. The embedding does not, however,
respect complex structures; for instance, the complex Lagrangians considered here
map to real submanifolds of the multiplicative hypertoric variety. Instead, as the
superscript indicates, YBetti and Y play roles analogous to the Betti and Dolbeault
moduli of a curve.
We expect that under this embedding, the core C ⊂ Y becomes the Liouville
skeleton ofYBetti, thought of as a Liouville manifold with respect to the affine Liouville
structure. The category of microlocal sheaves on C which we will define in the next
section can be thought of as a substitute for a certain subcategory of the Fukaya
category of YBetti, corresponding to Lagrangian branes with a certain compactness
and equivariance property.
As discussed above, once the connection between this category and the Fukaya
category of YBetti is made precise, then we will be able to see the equivalence of
categories we present in the usual context of homological mirror symmetry.
4.3. Deformation quantization of Y. In the next few sections, we define a deforma-
tion quantization of Y over C[[~]], and compare modules over this quantization with
the category Aλ
K
-modo from the first half of the paper. We’ll also discuss how the
structure of Gm-equivariance of coherent sheaves can be recaptured by considering
a category µm of deformation quantization modules equipped with the additional
structure of a ‘microlocal mixed Hodge module.’
Consider the sheaf of analytic functions OUn on Un. We’ll endow the sheaf O~Un :=
OUn[[~]] with the Moyal product multiplication
f ? g := f g +
∞∑
n=1
~n
2nn!
(∂n f
dxn
∂ng
dyn
− ∂
ng
dxn
∂n f
dyn
)
.
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Note that if f or g is a polynomial this formula only has finitely many terms, but for
a more general meromorphic function, we will have infinitely many.
Sending x 7→ 1/y, y 7→ xy2 induces an algebra automorphism of this sheaf on the
subset Un \ {xy = 0}, since
1
y
? xy2 = xy +
~
2
xy2 ?
1
y
= xy − ~
2
.
This shows that we have an induced star product on the sheaf O~
U
, and thus on O~
Z
.
We now use non-commutative Hamiltonian reduction to define a star product on
O~
Y
. This depends on a choice of non-commutative moment map κ~ : t→ O~Zn . Given
φ ∈ t∗ and (a1, . . . , an) ∈ t, define
κ~(a1, . . . , an) :=
∑
aixiyi + ~φ(a).
Note that this agrees mod ~with the pullback of functions from t∗ under Φ.
Let Cφ = O~Zn/O
~
Zn
· κ~(t) be the quotient of O~Zn by the left ideal generated by these
functions. Note that this is supported on the subset Φ−1(T∨R × {0}). We have an
endomorphism sheaf End(Cφ) of this sheaf of modules over O~Zn .
Definition 4.11. Let O~φ be the sheaf of algebras on Y defined by restricting End(Cφ) to
Φ−1(ζ′) and pushing the result forward to Y.
One can easily check, as in [KR08], that O~φ defines a deformation quantization of
Y, that is, t17.45his sheaf is free and complete over C[[h]], we have an isomorphism
of algebra sheaves O~φ/hO
~
φ  OY, and given two meromorphic sections f , g, we have
f ? g − g ? f ≡ h{ f , g} (mod h2).
4.4. The deformation quantization near a component of C. We wish to study the
category of sheaves of modules over this sheaf of algebras that are supported on
the closed set C. In order to do this, we wish to study it in a neighborhood of each
component of C. Let x be a chamber of the periodic arrangement Btorζ . Let Xx be the
corresponding component of C.
By the complex analytic Weinstein theorem, there is an open neighborhood Ux of
the zero section in T∗Xx mapping by a symplectic immersion ιx : Ux → Y to an open
subset of Y extending the map of Xx → Y and a corresponding lift ι˜x : Ux → Y˜, which
is a symplectomorphism onto an open subset of Y˜. The set of such lifts is a torsor
over g∗Z.
Given φ ∈ t∗
Q
, we can define a fractional line bundle `φ on any quotient by a
free T-action. The component Xx was defined by a free TR-action; by standard toric
geometry, it also carries a canonical presentation as a free T-quotient. Applying this
construction to Xx thus yields a bundle `φ,x. If φ ∈ t∗Z, the set of honest characters,
then this is an honest line bundle; otherwise, it gives a line bundle over a gerbe,
but we can still define an associated Picard groupoid, and thus a sheaf of twisted
differential operators (TDO) on Xx. Let Ωx be the canonical line bundle on Xx, and
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Ω1/2x the half-density fractional line bundle. It is a classical fact that Ωx = l−φ0,x where
φ0 is the sum of all T-characters of Cn induced by the map T→ D.
We let Dφ,x denote the TDO associated to the fractional line bundle `φ,x ⊗Ω1/2x , and
let Eφ,x be its microlocalization on T∗Xx.
Theorem 4.12. We have an isomorphism of algebra sheaves ι∗xO~φ  Eφ,x|Ux .
Proof. First, we check that this holds in the base case, i.e. whenY = Z. It is convenient
to check this on the universal cover Z˜. By the Z-symmetry of the latter, it is enough
to check for a single component of the core. Hence, consider the copy of CP1 in
the union of U0 ∪ U1. Using superscripts to indicate which U∗ we work on, we have
birational coordinates y(0) = 1/x(1) and x(0) = y(1)(x(1))2. We thus have an isomorphism
of U0 ∪ U1 to T∗CP1 with coordinate z and dual coordinate ξ sending
x(1) 7→ z y(1) 7→ ξ x(0) 7→ z2ξ y(0) 7→ 1
z
We can quantize this to a map from O~
Z
to Eφ by the corresponding formulas:
x(1) 7→ z y(1) 7→ ~ d
dz
x(0) 7→ ~z2 d
dz
y(0) 7→ 1
z
.
This defines the isomorphism in the base case. Note that under this isomorphism,
q = x(1)y(1) 7→ ~z ddz − ~/2.
To proceed to the general case, we consider Z˜n and its quantized T-moment map κ~.
Fix as above an open subset of isomorphic to (T∗P1)n. Applying the above morphism
to the image of κ~, we obtain the following.
κ~(a1, . . . , an) 7→
∑
i
aizi
d
dzi
− ~
2
+ ~φ(a) =
∑
i
ai
2
(zi
d
dzi
+
d
dzi
zi) + ~φ(a).
The result then follows from the compatibility of twisted microlocal differential op-
erators with symplectic reduction as in [BPW16, Prop. 3.16]. We can identify the
twist of a TDO from its period by [BPW16, Prop. 4.4]. 
Thus, given a O~φ-module M, we can pull it back to an Eφ,x|Ux-module. Taking
the associated graded of the filtration given by powers of the ideal sheaf of the
zero section (this is called “second microlocalization” in [Gin86]), we recover an
Eφ,x-module σx(M) on T∗Xx.
4.5. Preliminaries on the Ext-algebra of the simples. Assume thatφ is chosen so that
`φ ⊗Ω1/2 is an honest line bundle for all x. From now on, we use the abbreviations
Ex := Eφ,x, Dx := Dφ,x and `x := `φ,x, since the dependence on φ will not play any
further role in this paper.
Remark 4.13. Recall that Ω1/2x equals `−φ0/2,x whereφ0 is the sum of all T-characters induced
by the embedding T→ D. Thus our assumption will be satisfied whenever φ(a) ∈ Z+ 12
∑
ai
for all a ∈ tZ. For example, we can let φ be the restriction of the element (12 , · · · , 12 ) ∈ d∗.
Nothing we do will depend on this choice; in fact, the categories of O~φ-modules for φ in a
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fixed coset of t∗Z are all equivalent via tensor product with quantizations of line bundles on Y
(as in [BPW16, §5.1]), so our calculations will be independent of this choice.
In this case, the sheaf Ex of twisted microdifferential operators naturally acts on
L′x := `x ⊗ Ω1/2x [[~]] as a sheaf on Xx pushed forward into Ux. Via the inclusion
ιx : Ux → Y, we can define modules over O~φ:
Definition 4.14. Let Lx = ι∗L′x and L˜x = ι˜∗L′x.
Recall the universal cover map ν : Y˜→ Y.
Proposition 4.15. We have isomorphisms ν∗L˜x  Lx, and ν∗Lx  ⊕z∈g∗
Z
L˜x+z.
The first category we will consider on the A-side of our correspondence is DQ, the
dg-category of O~φ-modules generated by Lx. This has a natural t-structure, whose
heart is an abelian category dq. We similarly let D˜Q be the category generated by
L˜x, and d˜q the heart of the natural t-structure. This definition might seem slightly
ad hoc, but we will later see that it is motivated by our notion of microlocal mixed
Hodge modules.
Since the Ext sheaf between L˜x and L˜y is supported on the intersection between Xx
and Xy, we have
ExtO~
φ
(L˜y, L˜x)  ExtEx|Ux (ι˜x
∗L˜y,L′x)
In fact, if we replace L˜y by an injective resolution, we see that this induces a homotopy
equivalence between the corresponding Ext complexes. SinceL′x is supported on the
zero section, Ext to it is unchanged by microlocalization by [Gin86, Prop. 6.15.1], and
thus
(4.18) ExtD˜Q(L˜y, L˜x)  ExtD(Xx)(σxL˜y, `x ⊗Ω1/2x )[[~]]
where the latter Ext is computed in the category of D-modules on the toric variety
Xx. In the toric variety Xx, the preimage of the intersection with the image of Xy is a
toric subvariety corresponding to the intersection of the corresponding chambers in
B
per
ζ .
Lemma 4.16. The microlocalization σxL˜y is the line bundle `y ⊗Ω1/2y pulled back to Xx ∩Xy
and pushed forward to Xx as a Dx-module.
Proof. Consider the fiber product of inclusions of Weinstein neighborhoods of Xx
and Xy. We can microlocalize in this neighborhood of Xy to the intersection of this
neighborhood with Xx, which we can arrange to be the conormal to Xx∩Xy. Then the
claim follows from the fact that the second microlocalization of a local system on a
smooth variety A to the conormal of a smooth subvariety B is always the D-module
pushforward to N∗BA of the pullback to B of the local system. 
Since Xx ∩ Xy is a smooth toric subvariety, the sheaf Ext between σxL˜y and `x ⊗
Ω1/2x [[~]] is CXx∩Xy[[~]][−k] where k is the codimension of Xx ∩ Xy in Xx. This shows
that we have an isomorphism
(4.19) Extm
D˜Q
(L˜y, L˜x)  Hm−k(Xy ∩ Xx;C[[~]]).
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We will be interested in the class Dy,x in the left-hand space corresponding to the
identity in H∗
(
Xy ∩ Xx;C[[~]]
)
. Unfortunately, this is only well-defined up to scalar.
We will only need the case where |x−y|1 = 1. In this case, we can defineDy,x (without
scalar ambiguity) as follows.
Consider the inclusions Xx \ (Xy ∩ Xx) j↪→ Xx i←↩ Xy ∩ Xx and the corresponding
sequence of D-modules
(4.20) 0 −→ OXx −→ j∗OXx\(Xy∩Xx) −→ j∗OXx\(Xy∩Xx)/OXx −→ 0.
Any identification of the right-hand D-module with i!OXy∩Xx defines a class Dy,x ∈
Ext1(OXx , i!OXy∩Xx) = Ext
1
D˜Q
(L˜y, L˜x).
Such an identification is obtained by picking the germ of a function g on Xx in the
formal neighborhood ofXy∩Xx that vanishes on this divisor with order 1. Given such
a function, the map f 7→ f˜/g where f˜ is an extension of a meromorphic function on
Xy∩Xx to the formal neighborhood defines an isomorphism of D-modules i!OXy∩Xx →
j∗OXx\(Xy∩Xx)/OXx . We can arrange our choice of chart in Z˜n so that Xy ∩ Xx is defined
by the vanishing of one of the coordinate functions; note that in this case, Xy ∩ Xx
is defined inside Xy by the vanishing of the symplectically dual coordinate function
(eg, if the first is defined by the vanishing of xi, then the latter will be defined by yi).
We choose this as the function to defineDx,y.
Definition 4.17. For any x,y such that |x − y|1 = 1, let Dy,x ∈ Ext1D˜Q(L˜y, L˜x) be the class
defined by the above prescription.
4.6. Mirror symmetry. We are almost ready to compare the first and second halves
of this paper. First, we need to match the parameters entering into our constructions.
Recall that Y depends on a choice of generic stability parameter ζ ∈ T∗R, Likewise,
the hypertoric enveloping algebra in characteristic p depends on a central character
λ ∈ t∗Fp . The algebra H!λ which describes the Ext groups of its simple modules thereby
also depends on λ.
In order to match ζ and λ, we identify t∗Fp with t
∗
Z/pt
∗
Z and thereby embed it in
T∗R = t
∗
R/t
∗
Z via λ 7→ 1pλ. From now on we suppose that λ is smooth, and that ζ is its
image in T∗R.
It follows thatBperζ is the real form ofA
per
λ , and their sets of chambers are naturally in
bijection. Since the chambers of Aperλ index the simples of A
λ
K
-modo and the chambers
of Bperζ index the simples of DQ, we obtain a bijection of simple objects.
We now show that the Ext-algebras of these simples share an integral form. Recall
that the Ext-algebra H!λ,K = Ext(⊕xLx,⊕yLy) of the simples in AλK -modDo was described
in Definition 3.20.
Theorem 4.18. We have isomorphisms of graded algebras
H!λ,C[[~]]  ExtD˜Q
( ⊕
x∈Λ(λ)
L˜x
)
H¯!λ,C[[~]]  ExtDQ
( ⊕
x∈Λ¯(λ)
Lx
)
sending dx,y 7→ Dx,y when y ∈ αi(x).
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Proof. We need to check that the rule dx,y 7→ Dx,y defines a homomorphism, i.e. that
the relations (3.12a–3.12d) hold in ExtD˜Q
(⊕
x∈Λ(λ) L˜x
)
.
(1) The relation (3.12a) follows from the fact that when |x − y|1 = 1, the element
Dx,yDy,x is the class in H2
(
Xx;Q
)
dual to the divisor Xx ∩ Xy, while the class ti
is defined by the Chern class of the corresponding line bundle, for which a
natural section vanishes with order one on Xx ∩ Xy for y ∈ α(i) and nowhere
else.
(2) Note that the relations (3.12b) and (3.12c) equate two elements of the 1-
dimensional space Ext2(Lx,Lw)  H0(Xx ∩ Xw;C). Thus, we only need check
that we have the scalars right, and this can be done after restricting to any
small neighborhood where all the classes under consideration have non-zero
image.
Thus ultimately we can reduce to assuming Xx = C2, and Xy and Xw are the
conormals to the coordinate lines, and Xz the cotangent fiber over 0. Let r1, r2
be the usual coordinates on C2, and ∂1, ∂2 be the directional derivatives for
these coordinates. Thus, we are interested in comparing the Ext2’s given by
the sequences in the first and third row of the diagram below. Both sequences
are quotients of the free Koszul resolution in the second row:
D
D·(r1,r2)
D∂2
D∂2 ·(r1,r2)
D∂1
D∂1 ·(r1,∂2)
D
D·(∂1,∂2)
D D ⊕D D DD·(∂1,∂2)
D
D·(r1,r2)
D∂1
D∂1 ·(r1,r2)
D∂2
D∂2 ·(r2,∂1)
D
D·(∂1,∂2)
1 7→ 1 1∂2 7→ 1 1∂1 7→ 1
1 7→
[
∂2
−∂1
] [
a
b
]
7→ a∂1 + b∂2
1 7→ 1
1 7→ 1 1∂1 7→ 1 1∂2 7→ 1
1 7→ 1
1 7→ −1
[
a
b
]
7→ a∂2
[
a
b
]
7→ b∂1
1 7→ 1∂1
1 7→ 1∂2


The opposite signs in the leftmost column confirm that we have Dz,wDw,x =
−Dz,yDy,x. Hence the elementsDx,y satisfy the relations (3.12b–3.12c).
(3) The relations (3.12d) follows from the fact that in this case Xx ∩ Xz = ∅.
Recall that the complex dimension of exH!λ,Cey coincides with that of H
∗(Xx ∩ Xy;C),
as we discussed in Section 3.8. Thus the spaces exH!λ,C[[~]]ey and H
∗(Xx ∩ Xy;C[[~]])
are free C[[~]]-modules of the same rank. Thus, in order to show that our map is an
isomorphism, it is enough to show that it is surjective.
By Kirwan surjectivity, the fundamental class generates H∗(Xx∩Xy;C) as a module
over the Chern classes of line bundles associated to representations of T. Since
the fundamental classes are images of ±Dx,y and the Chern classes are images of
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C[t1, . . . , tn], we have a surjective map. As noted before, comparing dimensions
shows that it is also injective, which concludes the proof. 
Comparing this result with Proposition 3.39, we see that the categories DQ and
Db(Coh(M)) are rather similar. There are 2 issues that keep us from concluding an
equivalence of categories immediately:
(1) While Db(Coh(M)) can be defined over any base field, DQ has base ringC[[~]].
(2) We would immediately obtain a fully-faithful functor DQ → Db(Coh(M)) if
we knew that H¯!λ,C  ExtDQ(⊕x∈Λ¯(λ)Lx) were formal as a dg-algebra, but it is
not clear that this is the case.
The second issue has another, closely related manifestation:
(2’) It is unclear what structure on DQ corresponds to the Gm-action on M dis-
cussed earlier.
We propose to resolve all of these issues by introducing a new structure on DQ-
modules, closely related to Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge modules. This will result in
a graded category, whose relationship to Db(CohGm(M)) is analogous to that between
DQ and Db(Coh(M)).
4.7. Microlocal mixed Hodge modules. Much of the structure of a DQ-module M
can be captured by considering the microlocalizations to core components σx(M). The
modules σx(M) for different x are compatible in the following sense. The conormal
of Xx ∩ Xy in T∗Xx is dual, under the symplectic pairing, to the conormal of Xx ∩ Xy
in T∗Xy. The Fourier transform defines an equivalence between the categories of
microlocal sheaves on these dual bundles. Then the microlocalization of σx(M) to the
conormal of Xx∩Xy in T∗Xx is the Fourier transform of the microlocalization of σy(M)
to the conormal of Xx ∩ Xy in T∗Xy.
The Ex-module σx(M) is gradeable by construction (here we use the usual degree
grading on Ex so that ~ is of degree 1); choosing a grading is equivalent to choosing
an isomorphism of σx(M) to the Rees module of a twisted D-module for some good
filtration. We’ll call a compatible choice of such isomorphisms a grading of M.
We will need the notion of a unipotent mixed Hodge structure on σx(M); see [Sai]
for a reference. “Unipotent” simply means that the monodromy on every piece of a
stratification on which the D-module is smooth is unipotent. Mixed Hodge modules
are a very deep subject, but one which we can use in a mostly black-box manner.
The important thing for us is that given a holonomic regular D-moduleM, a mixed
Hodge structure can be encoded as a pair of filtrations onM and a choice ofQ-form.
Note that while most references on mixed Hodge modules only consider untwisted
D-modules, since a Hodge structure is given by local data, the definition extends to
twisted D-modules in an obvious way. We will only be using twists by honest
line bundles (as opposed fractional powers), so we have an even easier definition
available to us: a mixed/pure Hodge structure on a module M over differential
operators twisted by a line bundle L is the same structure on the untwisted D-module
L∗ ⊗M.
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Since we will be working with fixed twists in what follows, we will conceal this
choice and simply speak of mixed Hodge modules on Xx rather than twisted mixed
Hodge modules on Xx. We’ll abuse language and call a mixed Hodge structure on
M for a fixed filtration a mixed Hodge structure on the corresponding Rees module.
A morphism of mixed Hodge modules is a map of D-modules that preserves the
filtrations and the Q-form.
Definition 4.19. We call a O~φ-module M supported on C with a choice of grading, weight
filtration and compatible Q-forms on σx(M) for each x mixed Hodge if these choices induce
a unipotent mixed Hodge structure on σx(M) for all x. We let µm be the category of mixed
Hodge O~φ-modules. We can introduce a similar category µ˜m in the universal cover Y˜.
This seems like a quite serious definition, since the notion of mixed Hodge modules
is one only a select number of people understand. However, in this case, we can’t let
it overwhelm us. Being a mixed Hodge module is a local property, so this something
which can be tested locally on Xx.
Remark 4.20. We should note that this definition does not provide any hope of giving a
general definition of “mixed Hodge DQ-modules” ; we are using very strongly that we
consider only modules supported on rather simple Lagrangians. Generalizing this definition
to other cases is, of course, a quite interesting question but not one on which we can provide
much insight at the moment.
The categories µm and µ˜m are abelian and graded, with the usual shift of gradings
and Tate twist of Q-forms. We let µM and µ˜M be the standard dg-enhancements
of the derived categories Db(µm) and Db(µ˜m) (the quotient of the dg-category of all
complexes modulo that of acyclic complexes).
If we let m(Xx) be the category of (L′x-twisted) mixed Hodge modules on Xx, then
by construction we have functors µm→ m(Xx) for each x, which we abusively write
as σx, and likewise for µ˜m. Moreover, we each object of µm and µ˜m is endowed with
a filtration by subobjects, which is mapped to the usual weight filtration under σx.
Let µm∗, µ˜m∗ be the categories whose objects are the same as µm, µ˜m, but with
morphisms given by
Homµm∗(M,N) :=
⊕
n∈Z
Homµm(M,N(n))
and similarly with µ˜m∗. Note that Ext-algebras in this category are naturally bigraded
with the usual homological grading, and an internal grading defined using the mixed
Hodge structure.
Likewise, given a component Xx, let m∗(Xx) be the category of mixed Hodge mod-
ules on Xx, with Hom spaces modified in the same way, i.e. by summing over all Tate
twists of the right-hand object. To any object of µm∗ or µ˜m∗ is associated an object of
m∗(Xx) for each component, as above.
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Lemma 4.21. The functors of forgetting Hodge structure µm∗ → dq and from µ˜m∗ → d˜q∗
are fully faithful after tensor product withC[[~]]. That is, givenM,N objects in µm, we have
Homdq(M,N)  Homµm(M,N) ⊗Q C[[~]].
Proof. Given M,N objects in µm, consider the sheaf Homdq(M,N) over Y. By the
support condition, we can only have non-zero stalk at a point in C. By locality, the
stalk at x ∈ Xx is the same as that ofHomEx(σx(M), σx(N)); this is the Rees module for
the filtered space of homomorphisms when we interpret the localisations of M and
N as modules over a TDO. If we instead consider Homm∗(Xx)(σx(M), σx(N)) then the
stalk at x carries a mixed Hodge structure (in particular a grading) and we have
(4.21) HomEx(σx(M), σx(N)) Homm∗(Xx)(σx(M), σx(N)) ⊗Q C[[~]]
One can easily check that a morphism in Homdq(M,N) respects the mixed Hodge
structure iff its stalk has degree 0 in this grading. It follows that that Homµm(M,N)
is the space of degree 0 sections of this sheaf. Taking sections in (4.21) completes the
result. 
4.8. Classification of simple objects in µm. We can easily check that:
Lemma 4.22. IfM is supported on the core C, then the D-module σx(M) is smooth along the
orbit stratification of Xx as a toric variety.
Lemma 4.23. The sheafLx has a canonical lift toµm, whose associated mixed Hodge modules
are of weight 0.
Proof. We must define mixed Hodge structures on the microlocalizations σy(Lx) for
each y. Recall that σy(Lx) is the pushforward of a line bundle on Xx ∩ Xy. This
pushforward has a unique mixed Hodge structure of weight 0. These are compatible
under the Fourier transform. Thus we have a lift of Lx to µm. 
We abuse notation and write Lx for the corresponding object of µm.
Lemma 4.24. The objects Lx generate the category µm up to shift of weight grading.
Proof. Let M ∈ µm. Since the weight filtrations of the associated mixed Hodge
structures on σx(M) are compatible under Fourier transform, if σx(M) is impure for
some x, then the minimal degree in the weight filtration gives a proper submodule.
Thus, we may assume that σx(M) is pure for all x.
Now, assume that Xx is a component of the support ofM; thus, σx(M) is supported
as a D-module on the whole of Xx. By the strict support condition of pure mixed
Hodge modules, there is a summand of σx(M) which is the intermediate extension of
a pure variation of Hodge structure on the open torus orbit in Xx. By the unipotence
condition, this must be the trivial local system, and so Lx is a summand of M. By
simplicity, this means that M  Lx. 
4.9. The category of mixed Hodge modules and linear projective complexes. Now,
we need to understand how we can “glue” these modules together. We recall the
following construction.
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Definition 4.25. A linear projective complex of H!λ,Q modules is a complex of projective
modules over H!λ,Q such that the module in homological degree i is generated by elements of
internal degree −i.
Let LPC(H!λ,Q) be the abelian category of bounded linear projective complexes of finitely
generated modules.
A standard result of Koszul duality is that this category is equivalent to the abelian
category of graded finite dimensional Hλ,Q-modules by restricting the usual equiv-
alence of derived categories [MOS09, Thm. 12]. Note that the simple objects in
this category are the complexes with an appropriate shift of the indecomposable
projective H!λ,Qex concentrated in a single degree.
We ultimately aim to prove:
Theorem 4.26. There is an equivalence of abelian categories from µ˜m to the category
LPC(H!λ,Q), sending the simple H
!
λ,Qex to the sheaf L˜x.
This theorem leads directly to our desired results, by standard manipulations in
the derived category of a Koszul algebra. In particular, comparing the self-Exts of
the sum of weight 0 simple objects on both sides, we find that:
Theorem 4.27. We have isomorphisms of algebras
H!λ,Q  Extµ˜m∗
( ⊕
x∈Λ(λ)
L˜x
)
H¯!λ,Q  Extµm∗
( ⊕
x∈Λ¯(λ)
Lx
)
sending dx,y → Dx,y when y ∈ αi(x). This sends the grading on H¯!λ,Q to the homological
grading and the opposite of the internal grading on Ext.
Note that this resolves the issues (1-2’) discussed earlier.
Given a graded algebra A, let A -perf be the category of perfect A-dg-modules, with
A thought of as a dg-algebra with trivial differential. Let Dbperf(H
!
λ,Q -gmod) be the
subcategory of the bounded derived category of graded A-modules given by perfect
complexes.
Corollary 4.28. There are equivalences DQ  H!λ,C[[~]] -perf and µM  D
b
perf(H¯
!
λ,Q -gmod),
both induced by
M 7→ Ext•
( ⊕
x∈Λ¯(λ)
Lx,M
)
.
These functors are compatible with the forgetful functor from µM to DQ and the
functor on perfect complexes of graded modules that takes the sum of homological
and internal gradings to obtain a dg-module.
Proof. By dg-Morita theory, we need only check that this functor preserves finiteness
conditions. The objects in dq and µm are precisely the finite iterated extensions of
Lx’s, so these are sent to perfect complexes and vice versa. 
Thus, combining with Proposition 3.39, we see our version of homological mirror
symmetry in this context, as promised in the introduction:
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Corollary 4.29. There is a faithful functor Db(Coh(MQ)o) → DQ, which becomes an
equivalence when the source is tensored with C[[~]], and an equivalence of categories
Db(CohGm(MQ)o)→ µM.
4.10. The proof of Theorem 4.26. To complete the proof of our results, we must
construct the equivalence of Theorem 4.26. We begin by constructing a functor,
which we will then show is an equivalence.
For each x, the isomorphism of Theorem 4.18 gives a homomorphism of algebras
(4.22) H!λ,Q → Ext•Ex−mod(
⊕
y∈Λ(λ)
σx(L˜y)).
Let H !λ be the graded dg-category whose objects are the formal shifts x[n] for
x ∈ Λ(λ) and integers n ∈ Z such that HomH !
λ
(x[m], x[n]) is the degree n−m elements
of exH!λ,Qey with trivial differential.
Lemma 4.30. The homomorphism (4.22) is induced by a graded dg-functorH !λ → Db(m(Xx))
where the RHS is taken with its standard dg-enhancement, sending x to σx(L˜y).
Proof. First, we check that Dy,y′ lifts to an Ext1 of mixed Hodge modules. This Ext1
is only defined if we have that either Xyx := Xy ∩ Xx is a codimension 1 subvariety in
Xy′x := Xy′ ∩ Xx or vice versa. In the first case it corresponds to the canonical Hodge
structure on j∗OXy′x\Xyx for j : Xy′x \ Xyx → Xx. In the second, we replace j∗ by j!, taking
the Verdier dual.
Moreover, these lifts satisfy the quadratic relations of H!λ under Yoneda product
because the functor from mixed Hodge modules to all D-modules on a projective
algebraic variety is a degrading functor (as follows immediately from compatibility
with the six-functor formalism).
For general y,y′ with |y − y′|1 = m, we have that
Extkm(Xx)(σx(L˜y′), σx(L˜y)(n)) =
{
Hk−m(Xyx ∩ Xy′x;Q) k = n
0 k , n
since these subvarieties intersect cleanly and the de Rham cohomology of Xyx ∩ Xy′x
has pure Hodge structure.
This shows that the algebra Ext•m(Xx)(
⊕
y∈Λ(λ) σx(L˜y)) is formal as a dg-algebra, since
it has a minimal model as an A∞-algebra, and all higher A∞ operations vanish for
degree reasons.
Thus, the map dy,y′ 7→ Dy,y′ defines the desired functor on the level of dg-categories.

This is the data we need define a functor
ρx : LPC(H!λ,Q)→ m(Xx) ρx(P•) = P•
L⊗H!
λ,Q
⊕
y∈Λ(λ)
σx(L˜y).
The linearity of the projective complex P• guarantees that the right-hand side is an
honest mixed Hodge module rather than a complex.
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Heuristically, one can think of this functor as simply saying that a degree 0 ho-
momorphism between projectives generated in degree −i and −i − 1 over H!λ,Q gives
an element of Ext1m(Xx)(σx(L˜y)(i), σx(L˜y′)(i + 1)), and we iteratively glue these. The fact
that we have a functor of dg-categories is exactly what we must check to make this
intuition precise.
Of course, the functors ρx and ρy are canonically consistent with each other un-
der Fourier transform (since the action is the restriction of one in DQ) around the
intersection Xx ∩ Xy. Thus, we can canonically construct a DQ-module on Y which
is identified with ρx(P•) on sufficiently small analytic neighborhoods of Xx for each
x, with the Fourier transform property showing the consistency on overlaps. This
shows that:
Corollary 4.31. There is a canonical object ρ(P•) in dq such that σx(ρ(P•))  ρx(P•);
the Hodge structure on ρx(P•) lifts this to an object of µ˜m. This defines an exact functor
ρ : LPC(H!λ,Q)→ µ˜m which sends simple objects to simple objects (and in particular, not to
0).
Since H!λ,Q is Koszul, we have that
Ext•LPC(H!
λ,Q
)
(⊕
x
H!λ,Qex
)
 H!λ,Q.
Thus, we have a sequence of maps
(4.23) (H!λ,Q)1 →
⊕
x,y
Ext1
µ˜m(L˜x, L˜y)→
⊕
x,y
Ext1
d˜q
(L˜x, L˜y);
this sends the two-term linear projective complex induced by a degree 1 element to
the corresponding extension of sheaves. By Theorem 4.18, the composition of the
maps in (4.23) is an isomorphism to the Q-lattice in
⊕
x,y Ext
1
d˜q
(L˜x, L˜y) spanned by
Dx,y for all x,y. On the other hand, Lemma 4.21 shows that non-split extensions
in µm go to non-split extensions in dq, so the second map in (4.23) is injective. Of
course, this is only possible if:
Lemma 4.32. The map of (4.23) induces an isomorphism ex(H!λ,Q)1ey → Ext1µ˜m(L˜x, L˜y).
Now, we wish to construct a quasi-inverse to ρ. Every object M in the category
µ˜m has a weight filtration W•M such that WkM/Wk−1M is pure of weight k and thus
semi-simple. The exact sequence
0→WkM/Wk−1M→Wk+1M/Wk−1M→Wk+1M/WkM→ 0
induces an element of ∂k ∈ Ext1µ˜m(Wk+1M/WkM,WkM/Wk−1M). We can interpret these
as the differentials in a complex in the derived category of mixed Hodge modules,
which is called the chromatographic complex in [WW17]. The fact that ∂k−1 ◦ ∂k = 0
is straight-forward homological argument; see [WW17, Lemma 3.4].
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Let Sx,k = Homµ˜m(L˜x,WkM/Wk−1M); this has a natural grading, in which is it
concentrated in degree k. Since Wk+1M/WkM is semi-simple, we have an isomorphism
WkM/Wk−1M 
⊕
x
L˜x ⊗ Sx,k
and thus an isomorphism
(4.24) Ext1
µ˜m(Wk+1M/WkM,WkM/Wk−1M)

⊕
x,y
Ext1
µ˜m(L˜x, L˜y) ⊗Q HomQ(Sx,k+1,Sy,k)

⊕
x,y
ex(H!λ,Q)1ey ⊗Q HomQ(Sx,k+1,Sy,k)
Thus, we can define a complex τ(M) such that its homological degree −k part
is ⊕xH!λ,Qex ⊗Q Sx,k with the induced grading, with differential induced by ∂k under
the isomorphism (4.24). Note that our degree convention for Sx,k ensures that this
complex is linear.
Note that τ(L˜x) is just H!λ,Qex concentrated in degree 0. This shows that τ ◦
ρ(H!λ,Qex) = H
!
λ,Qex. The induced map on the degree 0 and 1 elements of the ring
H!λ,Q is the identity, since both functors τ and ρ use the isomorphism of Lemma 4.32
in opposite directions. This shows that τ ◦ ρ sends any linear projective complex
to itself (since its differentials are given by degree 1 elements), and similarly with
any chain map between such complexes (since this is given by degree 0 elements).
Thus τ ◦ ρ is quasi-isomorphic to the identity and in particular that τ is essentially
surjective.
Lemma 4.33. The functor τ : µ˜m→ LPC(H!λ,Q) is fully faithful and thus an equivalence.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.26.
Proof. Faithfulness is clear from the strict preservation of weight filtrations, since if
τ kills a morphism, that morphism must act trivially on the associated graded of
the weight filtration. Assume that we have a morphism α : τ(M) → τ(N) and have
constructed the map αk : WkM → WkN compatible with this up to that point of the
complex. We want to show that this map extends to some αk+1 : Wk+1M → Wk+1N
which induces the correct map on the pure quotient. This is the same as saying that
the pushout and the pullback
(4.25) 0→WkN→ (Wk+1M ⊕WkN)WkM →
Wk+1M
WkM
→ 0
(4.26) 0→WkN→ ker
(Wk+1M
WkM
⊕Wk+1N→Wk+1N/WkN
)
→ Wk+1M
WkM
→ 0
give equal elements of Ext1(Wk+1M/WkM,WkN). The desired map is induced by
inclusion of the first factor on the left, and projection to the second on the right.
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Since Wk+1N/WkN has trivial extensions with Wk−1N, we have an injection
Ext1(Wk+1M/WkM,WkN) ↪→ Ext1(Wk+1M/WkM,WkN/Wk−1N).
In this case, the equality of the extensions induced by (4.25) and (4.26) is just the
condition that α is a chain map between the chromatographic complexes. This
shows the fullness of the functor. 
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